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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

Steel industry supply is a worry

I

n the January 2021 issue of Metalworking News I
wrote of the possible closure of Stalcor, once one of
the top three Tier 1 distributors of stainless steel and
aluminium products in South Africa. Possible is the wrong
word to use because as I wrote: ‘With no staff and no
product to sell there can only be one conclusion.’
The worry is that could this be the start of others
to come? In this issue’s Viewpoint article by Ludovico
Sanges, the MD of Duferco Steel Processing, he states
that the local steel industry remains on the brink of
implosion and asks why government is not helping?
He continues: “The local steel industry thus finds itself
with only one supplier of raw product that cannot meet
demand, and re-rollers are unable to access imported raw
product at competitive prices. And if Duferco and other re-rollers go to the wall, as seems
possible, the downstream steel industry will continue to face shortages and will be entirely
at the mercy of one re-roller.”
That re-roller is of course ArcelorMittal South Africa (Amsa) – a company that seems to
enjoy plenty of government favours.
“Without competition in the re-roller sector of the steel industry, the whole steel
value chain will be compromised and prevented from producing product at the best
possible price. The South African steel industry is only able to sell in South Africa without
any possibility or opportunity to export due to high prices applied by the primary steel
manufacturer. As such the downstream industry cannot even think to expand operations
or exports. On the contrary, there are strong likelihoods of total closures or relocations
of local manufacturing business to neighbouring countries which have a more favourable
framework. Because steel is so central to any economy, the knock-on effects on plans for
economic revival will be significant.”
“Government has shown that it can play a hugely positive role in nurturing the
automotive industry as it has done with the sugar sector - why is it not taking the same
proactive approach to the steel industry on which multiple industries rely?”
However, there will always be conflicting views and I was sent this copy of an email
in response to the Stalcor article: “I haven’t joined those cheering this week’s (beginning
February 2021) news that Ford Motor Company will invest $1bn into its Gauteng factory.
The imbongis are delighted that there’s a multinational prepared to inject big bucks in
fixed assets. But, in reality, it’s SA citizens who’re footing the bill. The country’s convoluted
Motor Industry Development Programme, inherited from the Apartheid government and
enhanced by the ANC, massively subsidises and protects the pricing power of motor
manufacturers. The effect is to escalate the cost of local cars and trucks by around 30%. If
you’re dubious, take a look at prices of equivalent (fully imported) vehicles in Botswana or
Mozambique. Surely there’s someone in Pretoria capable of joining these dots?”
Well-known editor-at-large and columnist Peter Bruce recently asked international
metals trader and Hulamin shareholder Volke Shütter why would trade and industry
minister Ebrahim Patel slip through a huge 15% import duty on aluminium sheet products
in the very last government gazette of 2020? As a result I was prompted to publish an
article in the last issue of Castings SA: Are South African industrial trade policies being
done by stealth? Why are they happening behind closed doors? (castingssa.com/aresouth-african-industrial-trade-policies-being-done-by-stealth-why-are-they-happening-behindclosed-doors/).
Bruce continues to write inciteful articles and questions why government is protecting
bloated, badly run companies that don’t make a vital contribution to our economy. “Like
SAA. We do not need to protect Amsa. It is part of the biggest steel company in the world,”
he continued.
There are also the musings of NEASAs (National Employers’ Association of South
Africa) Chief Executive Gerhard Papenfus who will have a
go at Amsa and the government at every chance he gets.
And quite rightly so because if so many are bleating
then it does become a worry.
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VIEW

POINT

Local steel industry

remains on the brink of implosion:
Why is government not helping?

L

ocal steel manufacturer, Duferco, has again
raised the red flag over the local steel
industry, saying its imminent collapse is
one fateful step closer. Ludovico Sanges, MD of
Duferco Steel Processing, says that President
Ramaphosa’s emphasis in his recent State of
the Nation Address on the need to accelerate
South Africa’s economic recovery and grow
jobs is at odds with the way in which local steel
manufacturers’ pleas for help are being ignored.
“The President specifically mentions steel
products as one of the 42 products that can
be sourced locally but the local industry is
literally on the brink of catastrophe due to
the shortage of steel in South Africa and the
apparent unwillingness of the International
Trade Administration Commission (ITAC) to treat
our urgent application for assistance dating
from July 2020 with any
seriousness,” says Sanges.

Ludovico Sanges,
MD of Duferco Steel
Processing

“ITAC recently sent out
a survey on the shortages,
based on a directive from the
Minister of Trade, Industry
and Competition but the truth
is that we cannot hold out
too much longer. ITAC has
sent similar requests to the
industry before but this latest
request serves only as a delay
tactic which does nothing to
address ArcelorMittal South
Africa’s anti-competitive and
monopolistic behaviour.”
“The solution, which has
been on the table for months,
is to provide tariff relieve for
re-rollers to help reduce the
shortages in the local steel
supply chain, yet ITAC’s drive
to identify a new solution
does not address the critical
downstream shortages. We
need tariff relief now to be
able to import the raw product
that AMSA cannot supply
reliably and competitively, to
feed the downstream steel
industry with the product it
needs.”
Sanges says that the nub
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of the matter is the uncompetitive nature of the
local steel industry, in which ArcelorMittal South
Africa (AMSA) is both the producer of the raw
product (hot rolled coil steel) and the competitor
of re-rollers’ finished product used by the
downstream industry.
Duferco was originally created as a joint
venture by the IDC and Switzerland-based Duferco
International Trading Holdings to re-roll the hot
rolled coil steel produced by Saldanha Steel, at
that stage not part of AMSA. Duferco supplied
the export market but when Saldanha Steel
merged with AMSA, the Competition Tribunal
opened up the local market to Duferco, putting it
in competition with AMSA which, as noted, also
produces re-rolled steel from its basic hot rolled
coil (HRC) steel.
The closure of Saldanha Steel’s plant in early
2020 meant that the local steel
industry had to rely on AMSA’s
Vanderbijlpark plant, which is
a much older and less reliable
facility, for flat steel product.
In addition, the closure of
Saldanha Steel caused the loss
of 1 000 direct and 1 800 to 2
200 indirect jobs.
Sanges says there are
several factors which led to the
closure of Saldanha Steel.
“AMSA listed various
factors that made Saldanha
Steel unsustainable, but it is
difficult to believe that such a
recent steel unit, financed by
government, built and installed
by accredited companies
under Iscor’s technical
supervision, is unsustainable
and shutting down after only
22 years in favour of an old,
unreliable, expensive plant in
Vanderbijlpark. We believe the
problem is mainly a marketing
one: Saldanha Steel was to
convert iron ore into HRC to
be utilised by Duferco, with
the balance to be exported
worldwide aimed at penetrating
wealthier markets. The deviation
from the original plan, decided
by AMSA, limited export in


Southern and East Africa resulting in competition from other
countries without the benefit of duties protection. AMSA’s
marketing strategy probably did not allow interference in the
countries where the group has production facilities which
precludes access to affluent market like the USA, Europe and
South America.”
Nor can the re-roller industry import raw product because
of tariffs designed to protect AMSA.
“The local steel industry thus finds itself with only one
supplier of raw product that cannot meet demand, and
re-rollers are unable to access imported raw product at
competitive
prices. And if
Duferco and
other re-rollers
go to the wall, as
seems possible,
the downstream
steel industry will
continue to face
shortages and
will be entirely at
the mercy of one
re-roller,” says
Sanges.
“Without
competition in the
re-roller sector of
the steel industry,
the whole steel
value chain will be
compromised and
prevented from
producing product
at the best
possible price.
The South African
steel industry
is only able to
sell in South
Africa without
any possibility
or opportunity to
export due to high
prices applied by
the primary steel
manufacturer.
As such the
downstream
industry cannot
even think to
expand operations
or exports. On the
contrary, there are
strong likelihoods
of total closures
or relocations
of local
manufacturing
business to
neighbouring
countries which
have a more
favourable
framework.
Because steel
is so central to
any economy,

the knock-on effects on plans for economic revival will be
significant.”
“Government has shown that it can play a hugely positive
role in nurturing the automotive industry as it has done with
the sugar sector - why is it not taking the same proactive
approach to the steel industry on which multiple industries
rely?”
This is the viewpoint of Ludovico Sanges, MD of Duferco
Steel Processing
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Scientific & Precision Solutions

thriving as it nears one-year anniversary
A one-stop supplier of instruments, equipment and consumables for all your metals, minerals
and material testing requirements as well as a solutions provider for your laboratory.

I

n little more than two months, the 15th May will mark
the one-year anniversary of the formation of Scientific &
Precision Solutions (Pty) Ltd (SPS). The establishment of
SPS was as a result of the IMP Automation Group being sold
and the IMP Scientific and Precision division and associated
services companies did not form part of the acquisition. This
resulted in the rebranding from IMP to SPS as well as the
company name change.
IMP Scientific and Precision had been providing solutions
for the analytical, biological, industrial, metallographic,
pharmaceutical, mining and construction industries since
1987. The products that the company markets includes
analytical equipment, electron optics, electron microscopy,

The Bruker Q4 Tasman Series 2 spark
optical emission spectrometer (s-OES)
for metals analysis has recently been
launched

Akasel’s programme of
consumables for
metallographic preparation
includes cut-off wheels,
diamond grinding discs,
agglomerate-free and
permanently stable diamond
suspensions, lubricants and
a magnetic adapter for
magnetic preparation
systems
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atomic force microscopy, sample preparation, surface
and dimensional analysis, material testing equipment,
pharmaceutical equipment, NDT testing, biomedical research
and material testing, industrial and metallographic laboratory
equipment, coal analytical equipment, general and biological
laboratory equipment, vibration and environmental testing
equipment amongst others.
SPS has subsequently continued to provide the same
range of equipment as before and continued to service and
warrant all products previously provided by IMP, with the same
service, sales and support teams operating from their head
office in Boksburg, Gauteng and supporting the whole of
South Africa as well as its agency agreements within Africa.

The Metkon Spectral-AG 102 automatic
grinding machine is ideal for
spectrographic sample preparation of
iron and steel samples

The Emco-Test DuraVision G5 hardness
tester combines a standard load range
with a large selection of test methods
for the widest variety of applications.
The Brinell, Vickers, and Rockwell test
methods can be measured in
compliance with EN ISO and ASTM
standards, and carbon testing is also
possible. Knoop and plastic tests can
also be conducted with the lower
standard load range models


SPS supplies instruments,
equipment and consumables for use
in biological, industrial laboratories,
analytical laboratories, pharmaceutical,
construction, civil, paving, roads, coal
and other mining operations and general
engineering and industrial laboratories.

your field of view at high-magnification.
All documentation and annotation are
stored for traceability.
Comparator overlay is the app that
allows the user to create an image
overlay of a master image to identify
defects by overlaying and flashing the
live sample image against the stored
master image.

Metals, minerals and material
testing
With an emphasis on all types of
MTS Criterion range of tensile
testing and analysing the company
The ASH Omni is an integrated digital
testing equipment
microscope and inspection system that
is the sole agent for industry-leading
The MTS Criterion range of
operates without a PC and with an
brands in fields such as hardness testing,
tensile testing equipment offers a
intuitive interface
optical emission, elemental and handheld
comprehensive family of load frames,
analysis, tensile testing, grinding for
which performs accurate, repeatable
spectrographic sample preparation of iron and
monotonic testing on everything from thin-film
steel samples, vibration and environmental
plastics to high-strength structural steel. These
testing equipment as well as thermal analysis
high-stiffness frames are designed for years of
and physical properties measurement.
high-speed, low-vibration performance across a

broad range of force capacities.
Bruker Q4 Tasman Series 2 spark optical
emission spectrometer
The Series 40 electromechanical test systems
The Bruker Q4 Tasman Series 2 spark optical
comprise a comprehensive line of compact,
emission spectrometer (s-OES) for metals analysis
affordable electromechanical test systems for low
has recently been launched. New features
to medium-force monotonic testing requirements.
include enhanced analytical performance - new
Reliable and easy to use, the series 40 systems
element sets, and extended ranges increase
employ high-quality MTS electromechanical drives
the analytical value; SmartSpark for enhanced
and integrated, digital closed-loop controls to test
speed and stability; enhanced flexibility in load and position control at force capacities
MultiVision the innovative dual optics concept
The MTS Criterion range of tensile ranging from 1N to 300kN.
fulfils individual analytical needs with reduced
The Series 60 static servo hydraulic
testing equipment offers a
cost of ownership and enhanced usability:
comprehensive family of load
test systems perform reliable tension and
Next generation software combines highframes, which performs accurate, compression tests of high-strength specimens
functionality with ease-of-use.
repeatable monotonic testing on
in a wide range of shapes and sizes. Series
A wide range of metal applications is
everything from thin-film plastics
60 systems employ proven MTS servoto high-strength structural steel
covered, including iron and steel, aluminium,
controlled hydraulic actuation and highcopper and further non-ferrous metals for the
resolution, digital closed loop controls to test
metals processing and the foundry industry.
in load, displacement or strain control at force
capacities ranging from 300kN to 2 000kN.
ASH Omni integrated digital microscope
and inspection system
Metkon Spectral-AG 102 automatic
The integrated digital microscope and
grinding machine for spectrographic sample
inspection system operates without a PC and
preparation of iron and steel samples
with an intuitive interface. It also includes
The Metkon Spectral-AG 102 is fullya tailored app to increase the speed and
automatic grinding machine that has a touchefficiency of your inspection, Z measurement
screen user interface with intuitive workflow.
and a latency-free, high-resolution camera that
Integrated safety features to ensure the wellmakes live inspection easy.
being of the operator and air and/or water
The ASH Omni apps and features include
cooling is used to ensure that the surface
2D measurement, annotation and graticules
temperature of the sample is kept at an
intuitive on the screen, a full 2D patented
optimum.
measurement application. Simply draw
The machine has an automatic diamond
measurements, shapes and add annotations
dresser for keeping the grinding stone
onto a live or static image and save
The Bruker S1 Titan handheld is a tool to be able
plane and sharp for fast and consistent
directly to internal memory or external
to correctly sort any type of metal and to verify
results. The fully customisable grinding
storage options.
grade or composition after processing. The S1 Titan
parameters such as removal amount,
The comparator side by side
covers a wide range of applications and materials.
number of passes, feed speed of the
allows you to visually compare your
Whether it’s in aerospace or automotive
sample can all be adjusted according to
live sample image to a stored master
applications, metals processing or fabrication,
the sample requirements.
electronics manufacturing, in a refining, recycling
image in the form of a split screen.
and scrap sorting, consumer products testing, or
For more information contact
Additionally, you can add notes
field or lab analysis, the analyser will quickly and
SPS – Scientific & Precision Solutions
through annotation and save the
accurately identify the elemental composition or
(formerly IMP Scientific & Precision) on
comparison image for documentation
alloys of samples or parts to be tested. The S1
TEL: 011 916 5000 or email
and traceability.
Titan is capable of analysing industrial metals,
info@spsrsa.co.za or visit
Image stitching is where you stitch
exotic aerospace alloys, e-scrap, drill core, soil,
website www.spsrsa.co.za
multiple images together, increasing
consumer goods, and more
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MBO offers huge opportunity for

Infinity Diamond Wheel Manufacturing
Core business for new company will constitute diamond wheel manufacture for grinding
operations, manufacture of ceramic shapes and sizes and general engineering.

I

nfinity Diamond Wheel
in the manufacture of the
Manufacturing, which
final product that is used
only began trading on
in oil and gas, automotive,
the 1st January 2021,
aerospace, mining and
has been established as
construction, consumer
a result of a management
electronics, optics, thermal
buyout (MBO). Although,
management, wear parts
MBOs have been popular
and next generation
for a long time there have
applications.
not been many publicised
Products are used in
in the current economic
industrial applications
climate. MBOs can occur in
such as cutting, grinding,
any industry with any size
drilling, shearing and
business in a transaction
polishing, while the
in which the management
extreme properties of
team pools resources to
synthetic diamond beyond
acquire all or part of the
hardness are opening up
business they manage.
new applications in a wide
Partners Marius Joubert, Mhleli Nkuna and Daniel Botha
In this case the MBO
array of industries such as
is a result of multinational
optics, power transmission,
company Element Six, which is ultimately owned by the
water treatment, semi-conductors and sensors.
De Beers Diamond Group, deciding to offload some of
In essence Element Six manufactured most of its own
its manufacturing divisions that they don't regard as core
high-integrity products used in the manufacture of industrial
business anymore.
diamond products. That was until 2019 when the less
Element Six is a global manufacturer and supplier
publicised offloading of some manufacturing divisions,
of high-quality superabrasives and industrial diamond
considered non-core businesses, were sold. The first of these
materials including synthetic and natural diamond and the
was in the mining industry and now the ceramics, grinding
complementary superabrasives cubic carbon nitride. The
wheels and general engineering divisions have been sold.
company has primary manufacturing facilities in Ireland,
“We have been given an opportunity that does not come
China, Germany, South Africa, US and the UK.
around very often,” said Marius Joubert, one of three partners
The South African connection dates back to 1946 when
involved in the MBO. Joubert has been in charge of the
Sir Ernest Oppenheimer established Industrial Distributors
divisions that make up Diamond Wheel Manufacturing and
Ltd. to concentrate on industrial uses of natural diamonds.
has been with Element Six for the last 20 years.
The Element Six manufacturing and engineering complex
“All three divisions were primarily a service provider to
in Springs, Gauteng was established in 1960 and has seen
Element Six and will definitely remain so going forward,”
many of the other De Beers companies either established or
explained Joubert.
relocated to the Springs complex. It was only in 2002 that
“What will be different going forward is that we will now
De Beers Industrial Diamonds was
be able to offer our services and
rebranded to Element Six.
products to a broader industrial
De Beers’ success in the
market and also develop markets
synthesis of diamonds was
that we see potential in, whether
announced to the world by the late
it be for the ceramics or general
Harry Oppenheimer in 1959. A fullengineering.”
scale plant to produce synthetic
industrial diamonds commercially
Ceramics
started operation in Springs in
“For example ceramics are
1961 and the majority of the
used in disc brakes and bulletSprings complex has been focussed
proof vests. We have not explored
on the manufacture of industrial
making components for these
diamond products.
products before but will be able
Manufacturing includes
to do so in future. For any other
a whole host of engineering
applications, components or
Last year Element Six invested in the machining
divisions and laboratories as
products that require ceramic as
department, an investment that saw four new Victor
well as those that are involved in
the material we will be able to offer
Vturn-NP16 CNC turning lathes, each equipped with a
manufacturing products that aid
a service.”

robot arm for automation, added to the floor
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The installation of the four Victor Vturn-NP16 CNC turning lathes
with a robot arm made such an impression that top executives based
internationally with Element Six had to come and see for themselves
how the Victors were operating. The investment was also categorised
as one of the top five success stories for 2020 with regard to
investment in capital equipment, in the whole of the Element Six
companies worldwide

The flexible automated production that the Victor CNC machines
have brought Infinity Diamond Wheels has seen them more than
double their productivity and drastically reduce the manual
intervention

“The current ceramics that we machine are all for Element
Six products and come in various shapes and sizes. We do
not manufacture the materials but the types of material we
are machining at the moment are magnesite, pyrophyllite, salt
and talc but we have the know-how to machine other ceramic
materials as well.”
Machining
“On the general engineering side we have 22 CNC
machines (lathes and milling machines), two large vertical
and horizontal boring machines, wire cutting spark eroding

machines, grinders and a number of other conventional
machines at our disposal.”
“Seven of our CNC machines have Renishaw probes on
them so we are up-to-date with the latest quality standards
when it comes to reducing setup times and in-process
control.”
“Only a few of these machines are working to capacity
so we have plenty of machining time to offer to outside
businesses. Likewise our first priority will be our client
Element Six.”
“For turning work on our 14 CNC lathes we are able to
accommodate from 300mm swing and a 500mm length up to
600mm swing and 2 000mm length. One lathe has a C-axis
and live tooling.”
“The XYZs on the CNC milling machines are 1 000mm by
500mm by 500mm. The Webster & Bennett double column
vertical turning and boring machine has a table size of
108” (2 745mm) and a 1 980mm working height and can
accommodate a workpiece mass of up to 25 ton. The Giddings
and Lewis horizontal boring mill will machine a maximum
workpiece size of 1 520mm by 2 135mm by 2490 and a mass
of 20 ton.”
Presses
“Amongst the equipment purchased are four eccentric
presses used for punching of various components 10 uniaxial
presses ranging from 60 to 300 tons that will be used for the
pressing of ceramics and two 4-axis Komage CNC presses
with 600 ton force that will be used for controlled filling
systems for producing multi-layer pressed parts.”

On the general engineering side Infinity Diamond Wheels have 22
CNC machines (lathes and milling machines), two large vertical and
horizontal boring machines, wire cutting spark eroding machines,
grinders and a number of other conventional machines. The Webster
& Bennett double column vertical turning and boring machine has a
table size of 108” (2 745mm) and a 1 980mm working height and can
accommodate a workpiece mass of up to 25 ton
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Four Victor Vturn-NP16 CNC turning lathes with a robot
arm for unmanned operation
“Last year Element Six invested in the machining
department, an investment that saw four new Victor VturnNP16 CNC turning lathes, each equipped with a robot arm for
automation, added to the floor.”
“The robust Vturn-NP16 turning center boasts a compact
footprint of just 1 488mm in length by 1 956mm wide, and
has a height of 1 775mm, so even the most compact machine
shop can now benefit from the productivity, rigidity, precision
and longevity of a Victor CNC machine tool. Heavy stock
removal and highly productive machining of difficult-to-process
materials are the machine’s forte.”
“Besides the robot arm, which is an auto parts loader,



each machine is equipped with a parts catcher and Renishaw
probing. The swing is 200mm and the bed length is 500mm,
ideal for the size of ceramic components that we are
machining.”
“The Easyway Robot is seated on the slide ways of the
tailstock, which has been removed from the lathe. This robot
(parts catcher) has three servo motors to rotate the arms
and grippers to transport the parts between work feeder and
chuck. Maximum part weight is 3kgs, maximum part diameter
is 120mm and length is 102mm.”
“The flexible automated production that the Victor CNC
machines have
brought us has
seen us more
than double our
productivity and
drastically reduce
the manual
intervention.”
“The
installation of the
four Victor VturnNP16 CNC turning
lathes with a robot
arm made such
an impression
that top
executives based
internationally
from Element
Six had to come
and see for
themselves how
the Victors were
operating. The
investment was
also categorised
as one of the
top five success
stories for 2020
with regard to
investment in
capital equipment,
in the whole
of the Element
Six companies
worldwide.”
“The big
advantage of the
machines is that
there is very little
downtime – only
when the cutting
tool inserts need
to be changed. All
machining done
is dry cutting and
we are getting
between 3 000
and 4 000 cuts
per cutting edge.
The insert we are
using is a PCD
based product and
it is being used in
conjunction with a
parting blade with
through coolant 

The current ceramics that Infinity Diamond Wheels machine are all
for Element Six products and come in various shapes and sizes
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Infinity Diamond Wheels do not manufacture the materials but the
types of material they are machining at the moment are magnesite,
pyrophyllite, salt and talc but they have the know-how to machine
other ceramic materials as well

but the coolant in this case is compressed air which keeps
the cutting area cool and clean.”
Components no longer made in China
“Another big benefit from this investment is that it has
re-shored a number of components that were previously
being manufactured in China. We are now price competitive,
just through making good use of the automation.”
“Additionally, logistics is no longer a problem because of
our close proximity to the client.”
Diamond wheel manufacture - grinding
“The third exciting piece that we have acquired is the
diamond wheel division where product is used for grinding
applications. De Beers Industrial Diamonds started
manufacturing wheels for the company’s own consumption
in 1981 and this was continued when the rebranding took
place. As the leader in industrial diamond development and
uses the company has built up plenty of IP, not only in their
own products but also in diamond wheels, for example.”
“As part of the MBO we have acquired these ‘recipes’ and
the associated manufacturing equipment such as that used
for the isostatic pressing, furnaces and forge presses.”
“Additionally, we have a 30 metre tunnel kiln and various
furnaces used in the manufacturing process.”
“We are concentrating on a range between 25mm
diameter and 580mm diameter. There are five types of wheel
that are used for grinding, cutting and polishing operations.”
“In our machining department we have three Springfield

Amongst the equipment that Infinity Diamond Wheels has is an
Accutex wire cutter (represented by EDM Shop) and an
AgieCharmilles die-sinking EDM machine (represented by Retecon)
and deep drawing equipment
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Besides the Victor Vturn-NP16 CNC turning lathes Infinity Diamond
Wheels has a number of other Victor Fortune machines on the floor.
This one has been operating since 1992

horizontal grinders and various other surface grinders on
which we will be able to test our diamond wheels but also
offer a grinding service.”
“We have purchased a going concern and we are very
excited about the potential of our diamond wheels that up
until now have not been available to the external market.”
“The performance of a grinding wheel predominantly
hinges on the type of abrasive material used. Diamond is the
hardest abrasive grain and, thus, the one with the highest
cutting performance.”
“Besides all this equipment we also have an Accutex wire
cutter and an AgieCharmilles die-sinking EDM machine and
deep drawing equipment.”
Logistics
“Currently our equipment and processes are housed
in four different locations on the Springs facility. We have
already started to consolidate it under one roof but that will
still take a few weeks as we need to wait until Element Six
moves their equipment out. Eventually we will be a separate
company with our own manufacturing and engineering
buildings housed alongside the Element Six Springs facility.”
“Element Six is our biggest client and will remain so going
forward so it made no sense to move away.”
“33 staff have moved with us during the transfer of
assets and already we have employed another 20 staff.
This could increase as we start to grow and maximise the
potential of our equipment, processes and product.”
CVE vacuum heat treatment furnace
“By the end of this first quarter there will also be a new
CVE furnace installed. The vacuum heat treatment can take
up to 1 000mm workpieces and a load capacity of 800kg.
This new service could open a number of doors for us.”
“Us consists of three partners – myself, Daniel Botha and
Mhleli Nkuna, who is a 40% shareholder. We are also B-BBEE
compliant.”
Opportunity
“Getting the opportunity to bring together the production
and processing of high-quality products that have had years
of research and development in IP by a major international
company as well as adding a modern engineering
department into the mix, is one that we could not refuse and
we are grateful for.”
For further details contact Infinity Diamond Wheel
Manufacturing on TEL: 073-324-5695 or
082 576 6976

CRPM – Building Additive

Manufacturing ecosystems in Botswana

T

he Central University’s
Centre for Rapid Prototyping
and Manufacturing (CRPM),
once more managed to break
more ground in their attempt to
transfer Additive Manufacturing
(also known as 3D printing)
knowledge and skills, to industry
and the community.
Through the Southern African
Innovation Support (SAIS)
initiative, funded from Finland
through its Project Management
office in Windhoek, Namibia
a successful bid was made
under the SAIS2 programme,
to establish an Additive
Manufacturing (AM) Ecosystem
in Botswana, in collaboration
with the University of Botswana (UB) and the Botswana
Institute for Technology Research and Innovation (BITRI).
Before starting with the AM hardware and its applications
to service Botswana’s needs, a comprehensive needs
assessment was done, which
also included a review of the
current Innovation Ecosystem,
followed by a review of the
Botswana National System
of Innovation, and because
of AM’s immense impact on
health treatment, an overview
was done on Botswana’s health
system and how AM could
impact on that. In addition, a
comprehensive gap analysis
was done, and led to various
training initiatives, presented
in Botswana and at CRPM in
Bloemfontein.
In parallel, some training
initiatives started, focussing on
AM and AM applications training, Design for AM (DfAM), a
short course on Quality Management Systems necessary for
AM and more specifically medical AM applications, in addition
to AM skills development for clinicians. A public launch was
also hosted in Gaborone, in order to bring government, private
and public institutions and
importantly, industry and the
medical fraternity on board.
The project progressed
very well, until COVID brought
travel between South Africa and
Botswana to a halt, and now
known as part the new norm,
all project related activities
had to continue in a virtual
environment. This did not pose a
major problem to the project, as
a significant part of the Design
and AM process is based on
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software use, and DfAM in a
medical environment starts with
CT or MRI scans, to identify
the patient-specific needs that
will drive the manufactured
solution, surgery guides (drilling
and cutting guides), to lead to
optimum surgical outcomes
in the shortest possible time
span.
Typically, surgeons are
prepared for using the customdesigned and AM-produced
implants by Prof Cules Van den
Heever, CRPM’s Clinical Advisor,
through direct involvement.
Under COVID, this had to be
done virtually to a team of
clinicians, surgeons, engineers
and designers involved in the SAIS project in Botswana.
The implants, surgery guides and representative
reproduction of the patient’s skeleton was produced by
means of AM and sent to Botswana, with a follow-up virtual
preparation. The accuracy
and efficacy of the implants
produced led to a successful
surgery in Botswana, and a
successful outcome for the
SAIS project.
The image below shows
the skeleton and implants
produced, using a “wax-up”
procedure on the reproduction
of the skeleton.
The project reached
its objective, as available
infrastructure in Botswana
was brought together as an
ecosystem (including support
with identification, acquisition
and commissioning of
industrial grade AM equipment, advice on support equipment,
preparation for commissioning and further, leading to
advanced outcomes with significant impact).
A supplementary objective is to use the success achieved
in Botswana to advance AM in Sub-Saharan Africa and
beyond, leading to hundreds
of millions of people more that
can benefit across Africa, other
than only South Africa.
For further details contact
Johan Els: jels@cut.ac.za, Dr
Gerrie Booysen: gbooysen@
cut.ac.za, Prof Cules van den
Heever: Cules@wol.co.za, Prof
DJ de Beer: ddebeer@cut.ac.za,
Prof Richie Moalosi:
Moalosi@ub.ac.bw or
Shorn Molokwane:
SMolokwane@bitri.co.ba

U&L Engineering’s

onsite machining and overlay welding
solutions just got bigger
Company invests in two Elsa portable line boring machines.

O

nsite machining
excavators and many
and repairs to
others.
mechanical
U&L Engineering
equipment using portable
also specialises
line boring and rotary
refurbishing hydraulic
welding machines is an
cylinders.
essential mechanical
“Hydraulic cylinders
procedure to overhaul
are used in a multitude
and repair many
of applications and
components, machinery
come in a number of
and equipment in-situ
different sizes. We
so as not to incur costly
have been repairing,
down time and without
refurbishing, rebuilding
having to disassemble
and manufacturing new
equipment and usually
hydraulic cylinders for
transport it long
several years including
distances to be fixed, if
hydraulic cylinders for
you are in the mining and
challenging applications
construction industries.
in the most difficult
A new portable line boring machine manufactured by Italian company
Both these industries use
of environmental
Elsa s.r.l in a service van
heavy-duty equipment
conditions. We rebuild
and machinery that
to OEM spec and we
usually operate in harsh conditions so mechanical failure is
can replace the barrel, rod, rod eyes, head/seal areas,
common.
hydraulic lines and connections, or custom-fabricate new
“U&L Engineering has been repairing, overhauling and
cylinders to spec,” explained Olivier.
remanufacturing equipment in the field for some years now.
“For some years we have had a Sunnen HTA-4100
We’ve made investments and upgrades in our equipment and
horizontal tube hone that is essential for this type of work.
technology, allowing us to competitively carry out the external
Recently we have invested in another Sunnen horizontal tube
work for our clients in the mining, construction, earthhone and a horizontal machine that allows us to dismantle
moving and agriculture industries that use our rebuilding
and assemble cylinders easily and also acts as a test bed,
and reconditioning services,” explained Ulrich Olivier, U&L
both supplied by Micron Technologies. We can salvage a
Engineering’s owner.
cylinder with honing, and the cost and time for the customer
“We have been rebuilding equipment since the company
is a fraction of replacement.”
was established in 2006. For the equipment owners and
What Olivier did realise from the beginning was that there
operators, rebuilding makes economic sense. Simple
was a need for the refurbishing of wear parts and better still
economics dictate that there are always going to be
if he could do it ‘on the fly’ or onsite.
customers who are going
“I purchased my first
to be rebuilding machines,
portable line boring and
especially in this economic
welding equipment in
climate.”
2007. This gave us the
With a well-equipped
opportunity to do the repairs
machine shop, U&L
or refurbishment onsite
Engineering offer repairs
whereby we would carry
and manufacture of buckets,
out boring, overlay welding
H-frames, A-frames, dippers/
on inside and outside
booms, track tensioners, pins
surfaces, and drilling and
and bushes and any other
tapping operations. Offering
components that they get
this service eliminated the
requests for. The company
need to disassemble the
also has the ability to repair,
equipment, reduced down
overhaul and remanufacture
time and avoided costly
booms, sticks, track frames
transport to a repair shop for
on dozers, end loaders,
customers.”
scrapper hitches, tractors,
“This side of the

The new Sunnen tube honing machine
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An Elsa portable line boring machine operating in the field

Elsa portable line boring machine and rotary welding machines have
been designed for use in applications such as re-machining and
rotary weld pin-holes, welding and re-facing surfaces, machining of
internal and external circlip grooves, with the added feature of
tapping and drilling. The light weight and compact design enables
the operator to work onsite ensuring that your equipment is back in
action in the fastest possible time

business has kept on
growing over the years
and complements
the machine shop in
many ways. We now
have various sizes
and configurations of
equipment for different
applications.”

out onsite work it is
important that our
service vans are wellequipped. The new line
boring machines are
automated units that
are capable of driving
different cutting heads,
depending on the size of
the component.”
Three service vans
“Elsa’s portable
“More importantly we
line boring and rotary
have purchased three
welding machines have
service vans that are
been designed for use
permanently on the road
in applications such as
servicing clients, both
re-machining and rotary
locally and cross border.
weld pin-holes, welding
You will be surprised at
and re-facing surfaces,
A Sunnen horizontal tube hone and a horizontal machine that allows
the locations that our
machining of internal
U&L Engineering to dismantle and assemble cylinders easily and also
vans have travelled to and
and external circlip
acts as a test bed
what repair work they have
grooves, with the added
carried out.”
feature of tapping and
drilling. The light weight and compact design enables the
Two new Elsa line boring machines
operator to work onsite ensuring that your equipment is back
“We have now invested in two line boring machines
in action in the fastest possible time.”
manufactured by Italian company Elsa s.r.l. They have been
“Besides onsite repairs and overhauls within the heavy
manufacturing automatic portable line boring and rotary
plant industry, we could carry out work in the marine,
welding machine tools for many years.”
offshore, petrochemical and other heavy industrial sectors
“The model that we have purchased is the
because of the light and compact design of the machine,
Supercombinata SC2 60/1, which is equipped with an
which was supplied by Talmac Machine Tools.”
1 800 watt 4-geared motor and is suitable to perform boring
For further details contact U&L Engineering on
operations from 45mm to 650mm.”
TEL: 011 968 9815 or 084 250 2248 or visit
“As we place an emphasis on the fact that we carry
www.ulengineering.co.za

Ford and its suppliers invest
R20.13 billion in South Africa

A

total of R20.13 billion is
to be invested in South
Africa by the Ford Motor
Company and its suppliers
for the production of the
new Ranger and a bakkie for
Volkswagen at Ford’s assembly
plant in Silverton in Pretoria
and the adjacent Tshwane
Automotive Special Economic
Zone (SEZ).
Andrea Cavallaro, director
of operations at Ford’s
International Markets Group, said the investment will create
1 200 jobs at the Silverton plant to increase Ford’s workforce
to 5 500 at the plant and add a further 10 000 jobs to the
already 50 000 jobs across Ford’s local supply network.
Cavallaro said Ford is investing a further $1.05 billion or
R15.8 billion into its South African operations as it defines an
exciting new era for Ford in South Africa.
“It’s the biggest investment in Ford’s 97-year history in
South Africa and one of the largest ever in the local automotive
industry and represents Ford’s firm and ongoing commitment
to South Africa and its people.”
“With this investment, Ford is expected to generate
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revenues exceeding 1.1% of South
Africa’s GDP, further entrenching
the automotive industry as one of
the country’s key manufacturing
sectors,” he said.
Cavallaro said this investment
“ticks off” another 1% in President
Cyril Ramaphosa’s drive announced
in 2018 to attract $100 billion in
investment into South Africa within
five years.
Cavallaro said $686m or R10.3
billion of the investment provides for extensive upgrades to the
assembly plant in Silverton, including increases in the plant’s
installed capacity from about 168 000 to 200 000 vehicles
a year and to drive significant improvements in production
efficiency and vehicle quality.
A further $365 million or R5.5 billion investment by
Ford in tooling at its major supply factories and investments
of R4.33 billion by 12 automotive component suppliers,
including existing and new suppliers in the country dedicated
to producing components for the new Ranger and Volkswagen
Amarok product, in facilities and to set up their businesses
adjacent to the Silverton plant.

A tribute to Ronnie Graham

I

t is with deep regret and
sadness that we announce the
passing of Ronnie Graham (58)
on 30 January 2021. At the time
of his sudden and unexpected
passing Ronnie was Managing
Director of Widatech, the official
distributors of Widia tooling
products and systems, a brand
that Ronnie was very passionate
about.
Ronnie who had over 28 years
of experience in selling cutting,
forming and related tools in South
Africa was a friend a colleague to
many people in our industry.
The man with a big smile
and bigger heart. He had a
huge passion for his work and
always had his lap top with him
so he could look information on
his products or send an invoice
immediately, even when he was
on holiday with his wife Ina.
Ronnie was always willing to
help customers and colleagues
and he had a vast knowledge of
his product, which he could prove
and test in most instances.
Ronnie started off his career
in the engineering industry after
first completing his schooling
at Evander High School in the
town of Evander in the province
of Mpumalanga. This was
subsequently followed with
compulsory military service at
the age of 18 before Ronnie
enrolled as a fitter and turner at
Eskom, where he completed his
apprenticeship.
Ronnie then went on to
continue his career as a fitter
and turner Rotek Industries, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Eskom
Enterprises. After a few years
of gaining intimate machining
knowledge at Rotek Industries
Ronnie moved to Auto Industrial,
a major South African supplier of
components to automotive OEM
industry, and was appointed as
CNC programmer and production
foreman.
Ronnie then ‘crossed the
divide’ and joined Sandvik
Coromant as a sales engineer
on the cutting tool side of the
business. This is where he met
friend and current colleague and
fellow shareholder Stan Sanetra,
who will run Widatech going
forward and build on Ronnie’s
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Out doing what he loved – off-road tripping

With colleague and fellow shareholder Stan Sanetra
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legacy.
In between Sandvik and
establishing Widatech Ronnie
spent time at Pilot Tools, South
Africa’s only manufacturer of
cutting tools. Ronnie joined as a
sales engineer but before he left
he had risen through the ranks
to be Sales Manager having
completed 11 years with the
company.
Widatech was only
established in January 2011 and
at the time Ronnie was the only
employee. He had subsequently
built the company up to the
extent the Widia brand is very
recognised throughout South
Africa.
Besides his passion and
enthusiasm for the brand Ronnie
made sure he was up-to-date
with any new developments
and launches of new products.
He would regularly attend
management training courses
internationally and never missed
one in the 10 years that he was
associated with Widia.
The Widia name comes from
the German phrase ‘hart wie
diamant’ or ‘hard as a diamond’
and is synonymous in Europe
with carbide cutting tools as
Ferrari is to high-performance
automobiles. Ronnie had the
look of ‘hard as a diamond’ but
those that knew him only saw
softness and kindness oozing
from him. His fit and healthy
look rather came from his love
of off-road motoring and Ronnie
spent many hours exploring
the beauty of South Africa such
as the Sani Pass and Die Hel
in the Gamtoos Kloof or doing
4x4 trails, One of his favourites
was the Kungwini trail near
Bronkhortspruit.
Ronnie will be greatly missed
by his family, his ex-colleagues
at Widatech, his long-standing
friends & everyone who knew
him. RIP Ronnie.
Eds note: “Our sincere
condolences to Ronnie’s wife
Ina, his daughter Taryn who has
been working with Ronnie at
Widatech for a number of years
and his two sons – Sean and
Dwaine. Ronnie was a valued
and long-time supporter of
Metalworking News.”

Metallurgical and Manufacturing

Services develops its wire arc additive
manufacturing capabilities

M

“

etal 3D printing (3DP) or machining metal parts can
The benefits of WAAM: The ability to 3D print large
be a costly process. Some say 3DP for metal parts
metal parts
offers more advantages than other techniques,
“WAAM is particularly suited to manufacturing large-scale
including CNC machining. But that is where a lot of confusion
metal parts. This is in contrast to Powder Bed Fusion (PBF)
sits. Metal 3D printing like any other manufacturing
metal AM technologies, which typically produce smaller, hightechnique or process, has its own specific advantages
definition components.”
and drawbacks that need to be
“Unlike PBF AM machines, which
weighed up in relation to the task
have a limited build envelope, the
at hand. The point of it is that
robotic arm of a WAAM machine
it offers manufacturers options
has more freedom of movement,
– another way of doing things,”
meaning that the size of a
explained Christo Botes, Director
component isn’t limited by space,
and one of the original founders of
but only by the distance the robotic
Metallurgical and Manufacturing
arm can reach. This allows for the
Services.
production of larger parts, which
“Reduced waste, production
wouldn’t be possible with PBF
efficiency and functional gain
processes.”
driven by greater design freedom
and flexibility is really what
Cheaper process and materials
everybody is looking for,” continued
“In terms of material costs, the
Botes.
welding wire used in the WAAM
“This is why we investigated
printing process is significantly less
Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing
expensive than the metal powder
(WAAM). Metallurgical and
used in metal PBF.”
Manufacturing Services is an expert
“This is because WAAM
welding company that specialises
technology is based on welding,
in the refurbishment of metallic
a well-established manufacturing
components manufactured from
technology itself. WAAM hardware
special alloys.”
usually includes off-the-shelf welding
“WAAM is one of the lesserequipment, which is less expensive
known metal 3D printing
than many metal 3D printers
technologies, but one that holds
available on the market.”
huge potential for large-scale
“Additionally, wire is typically
3D printing applications across
easier to handle than powder, which
An example of a basic component that was printed
multiple industries.”
requires specialised protective
using the cold metal transfer principle. The component
“WAAM is a variation of a Direct
equipment to use.”
is then finish machined. One of the advantages of the
Energy Deposition technology and
Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) and cold
uses an arc welding process to
High-quality parts
metal transfer is that you get the exact size you need
3D print metal parts. Unlike the
“Parts produced with WAAM
and don't have to rely on off-the-shelf supply that
more common metal powder AM
are particularly notable for their
requires additional machining or cutting. Another
advantage is that you are not paying for expensive
processes, WAAM works by melting
high density and strong mechanical
transport of expensive material and the extra material properties, which are comparable to
metal wire using an electric arc
(drop-out) that will be scrap metal, if the component
as the heat source. The process
parts manufactured with traditional
is a ring (example in picture – material used Nickelis controlled by a robotic arm and
manufacturing methods.”
moly 13-4)
the shape is built upon a substrate
“As the wire feedstock is a 100
material (a base plate) that the part
per cent dense input material, there is
can be cut from once finished,” explained Botes.
negligible porosity induced in the fabrication process, leading
“The wire, when melted, is extruded in the form of beads
to a very dense final part.”
on the substrate. As the beads stick together, they create a
layer of metal material. The process is then repeated, layer by
It’s suitable for repair operations
layer until the metal part is completed.”
“WAAM is also a good option for repair and maintenance
operations for specific components like turbine blades, as
Materials
well as moulds and dies.”
“WAAM can work with a wide range of metals, provided
“Worn-out features or damaged parts can be repaired
they are in wire form. This list includes stainless steel, nickelwith WAAM by depositing new material on its surface. This
based alloys, titanium alloys and aluminium alloys. Any metal
can result in significant cost savings as it eliminates the need
that can be welded can also be used with WAAM.”
to produce a new part from scratch.”
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The limitations of WAAM: Residual stresses and distortions
“One challenge associated with WAAM is heat management.
The printing process involves high temperatures, causing
the build-up of residual stress, a problem commonly faced
with metal 3D printing. As residual stress can often lead to
deformations in a component, cooling must be factored into the
process.”
Some materials require shielding
“When using certain materials, like titanium, shielding
is necessary to create an inert atmosphere to ensure the
right building conditions. This means that the process has to
take place in an inert gas chamber. However, the inert gas
chamber limits the size of parts that can be produced with this
technology and installing such a chamber will increase the cost
of the equipment.”
Low resolution
“WAAM typically produces near-net-shape parts with a poor
surface finish. The surface of a part therefore needs to be
finished via machining but the savings in terms of costs that
are achieved are phenomenal if you have to machine from
block or you have to have components cast or forged and then
machined.”
Advantages and disadvantages
“The overwhelming advantage is that in future you will be
able to order components to the exact size that you need and
don't have to rely on off-the-shelf supply that requires additional
machining or cutting. Another advantage is that you are not
paying for expensive transport of expensive material and the
extra material (drop-out) that will be scrap metal once machined
or cut, if the component is a ring (example in picture – material
used 13-4 nickel moly).”
“The disadvantages are that the special alloys that you
want to use are not easily available in South Africa and you
generally have to find a supplier internationally. Then there is
the cost of importing the wire and the lead times associated
with importing.”

Together with Jendamark, who are the agents for Kuka Robots in
South Africa, Bolt & Engineering Distributors have now installed a
Fronius / Kuka Robots WAAM system in their Metallurgical and
Manufacturing Services’ Centurion, Gauteng facility and they have
begun to produce components

and low heat-input. Cold metal transfer welding is a modified
MIG welding process based on a short-circuiting transfer
process developed by Fronius.”
“The integration of materials and the manufacturing process
to produce defect-free and structurally-sound deposited parts
remains a crucial effort into the future. We believe we have
found the solution in WAAM,” concluded Botes.
For further details contact Metallurgical and Manufacturing
Services on TEL: 012 661 0922, Bolt & Engineering
Distributors on 011 824 7500, Jendamark on 041 391 4700
or visit the websites on www.mmservices.co.za,
www.bolteng.co.za, www.jendamark.co.za

Teaming up with Bolt & Engineering, Jendamark, Fronius
and Kuka
“The emerging research on WAAM techniques and
the feasibility of economically producing large-scale metal
components led us to Bolt & Engineering Distributors. As we are
mainly a specialist welding company, we have now standardised
on Fronius welding products and Bolt & Engineering Distributors
are the official distributor of Fronius products in South Africa.”
“We said to them we want something that is going to work.
No messing around we want it to work from the beginning,”
explained Botes.
“They accepted the challenge. Because significant progress
has been made in the understanding of the WAAM process, as
well as the microstructure and mechanical properties of the
fabricated components, they introduced us to the process. As
WAAM has evolved, a wide range of materials have become
associated with the process and its applications.”
“Together with Jendamark, who are the agents for Kuka
Robots in South Africa, Bolt & Engineering Distributors have
now installed a Fronius / Kuka Robots WAAM system in our
Centurion, Gauteng facility and we have begun to produce
components.”
Cold metal transfer
“The technology that the system is using is cold metal
transfer. Cold metal transfer technology has revolutionised the
welding of dissimilar metals and thicker materials by producing
improved weld bead aesthetics with controlled metal deposition
METALWORKING NEWS V20.1 March 2021
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Specialist CNC machining center
manufacturer MAPLE-tech Co
appoints 600SA Machine Tools as
their agent for South Africa

6

00SA Machine Tools has announced
that it has been appointed as the
agents to market and distribute
MAPLE-tech Co products in South Africa.
The MAPLE-tech Co specialises in the
development and manufacture of automated
vertical, horizontal, bridge type and gantry
type machining centers for the machining of
complex workpieces at minimal costs.
“It isvery unusual for a CNC machine
manufacturing company to concentrate on
one discipline of metal removal but that is
why MAPLE-tech Co have been successful
over the years,” explained Johnny Pierdica,
one of two Directors of 600SA Machine Tools.
“I can only think of one other manufacturer that has had
the same philosophy.”
“The term machining center describes a wide range of
machine tools including CNC milling and drilling machines,
which include vertical machining centers (VMC), horizontal
machining centers (HMC) as well as 4th and 5th axis
machines. Most include automatic tool changers from 20 to
over 500 tools. Workholding solutions often incorporate quick
change tooling or pallets using automatic pallet changing
and/or robotic work changing technology to combine for true
unattended operation.”
“CNC machining equipment allows companies to
manufacture complex parts with a user-friendly, single-setup
machining process. This structure offers significant productivity
advantages - cutting labour costs, increasing part quality, and
reducing work time.”
“In general, shops should consider using an HMC for
prismatic parts on which multiple sides or surfaces must
be machined. Good examples are valve bodies or aircraft
components. Typical applications for an HMC include high
production volumes, parts smaller in size or jobs with longer
run times. That’s not to say flat or plate stock cannot be
machined on an HMC, because it can. However, this type of
work must overcome some minor challenges of gravity by using
appropriate fixturing.”
“As opposed to the machining with a HMC, CNC machines
with the VMC configuration have
vertically oriented spindles. VMC
workpieces are usually mounted on top
of their table and perform standard 2.5
or 3-axis machining operations. VMCs
are useful for creating the parts, die
or moulds with precision, accuracy,
repeatability and high-quality surface
finishes.”
MAPLE-tech Co., Ltd. was
established in 1989 and is located in
the Sha Lu district of Taichung City,
Taiwan. The machine lineup includes
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CNC milling machines, vertical machining
centers, horizontal machining centers, CNC
gantry machining centers, CNC bridge type
machining centers and CNC moving column
milling machines that are widely used in
the aerospace, automotive, electronics,
precision mould and mechanical parts
processing industries. All MAPLE-tech Co
products have passed strict requirements of
ISO9001 standard and international CE safety
certification.
The VMC range consists of the M-One
Series (XYZ travels from 650mm by 550mm
by 550mm to 1 800mm by 700mm by
620mm) and the ME series (XYZ travels from 650mm by
550mm by 550mm to 1 400mm by 720mm by 700mm).
The HMC range consists of the MBM Series (XYZ travels
from 800mm by 800mm by 800mm to 2 300mm by 1
550+200mm by 860mm), the bridge type DCM series (XYZ
travels from 2 300mm by 1 550+200mm by 860mm) and
the gantry type DBM series (XYZ travels from 3 000mm by
3 000mm by 3 000mm to 14 000mm by 5 000mm by 1
000mm).
“MAPLE-tech have very strong relationships with European
suppliers of components that they use to manufacture their
machines, as they do with the CNC controls suppliers. They
only use high-quality components, Hiwin linear guides and
ballscrews, for example. The machines are available with
Fanuc 0iMF Plus controller or Mitsubishi controls,” said
Pierdica.
ML Series slant bed CNC lathes
“Although we do emphasise that machining centers is their
central focus and will be going forward, through demand and
requests MAPLE-tech have started to manufacture a small
range of 6” and 10” chuck CNC lathes. The slant bed CNC
lathes go under the branding of the ML Series. We will be
selling these as well,” explained Pierdica.
“At 600SA Machine Tools, we are all about growing
your company, maximising profitability, and streamlining
processes. We work with you to provide you with the highquality tools you need to make that a
reality and have actively been looking
for complementary machine tool and
metalworking machinery and equipment
manufacturing companies to represent
in South Africa. You can read more
about us at (http://metalworkingnews.
info/600sa-machine-tools-secure-withsome-recognised-machining-agencies/).”
For further details contact 600SA
Machine Tools: Johnny 072 157 6003,
Richard 061 525 3060 or Carlos 064
505 9906 or visit www.mt600sa.co.za

Medical device additive

manufacturing technology in South Africa –
robust and reliable and up there
with the best in the world
Medical device technology innovations in South Africa are improving accessibility to 1 000s.

N

ot only is access to medical device technology
improving in South Africa, but innovations in health
care technology are helping to provide medical care
and solutions to those living in poverty. There are more cases
than there are not these days where it is not so much the
accessibility to the equipment in Africa, and South Africa in
particular, but that the equipment is not suited to African
environments and the day to day living conditions that the
majority of the population endure.
With the COVID-19 pandemic not going anywhere, medical
research and development to help combat the virus has been
under extreme pressure, as have health care workers. Rapidly
changing peaks and troughs as the various waves of the
virus and its mutations sweep across countries calls for rapid
prototyping and rapid tooling in order to bring about solutions
to save lives.
The Product Development Technology Station (PDTS),

situated at Central University of Technology (CUT), has been at
the forefront of this in South Africa and is involved in product
design, prototyping and short run production. The PDTS
develop new ideas into products, or improve existing products
with detailed engineering, and in this way, they support
businesses and individuals through the entire new product
development process.
The station makes use of first-class engineering expertise
from CUT, as well as specialised prototyping equipment from
the Centre for Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing (CRPM).
Funded by the Technology Innovation Agency (TIA), the
PDTS assist SMMEs in becoming globally competitive by
providing them with the technological support they need to
design and manufacture innovative new products.
Some of the services offered include CAD design, 3D
scanning and reverse engineering, graphic design and
branding, electronic development, advanced machining and 

Other success stories that the PDTS has been a part of include a sustainable
wheelchair tailored to African conditions and challenges. This new wheelchair
features an attachable hand cycle or free wheel to help with mobility and reliability
in rural areas and during long distance travelling. A person with a disability will
have a reliable wheelchair to move around indoors, but has a clip-on hand cycle or
free wheel to improve mobility on rough rural roads and over long distances

The PDTS purchased a DMG Mori 5-axis CNC milling machine,
supplied by Retecon, that will be used for post machining operations
of additive manufactured components for dental, implants and
surgical guides, which is not possible using 3-axis milling machine
centers. The machining processes include finishing cuts on specific
surfaces of AM components, before the polishing process in order to
obtain a smooth surface finish and accurate interface surfaces
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The Doosan 3-axis CNC milling machine, supplied by Puma Machine
Tools, will be used for the manufacturing of tools and dies used
during the development and manufacturing of medical devices. For
medical trials and certification of medical components, it is required
that the products need to be manufactured in the correct end use
material. Using the 3-axis milling machine, injection moulds will be
manufactured to produce medical products in the correct material

The Amob CNC tube bender, supplied by CML Machine Tools, will
be used to bend round steel tube ranging from 19mm to 76mm
diameters. As with the laser tube cutting machine, this machine will
also assist with the prototype development and manufacturing of
medical assistive devices such as but not limited to wheelchairs

tooling, product development, advanced sheet metal and
tubing and medical device product development. The PDTS
also offers training in introduction to sketching and drawing,
SolidWorks essentials and introduction to medical device
product development.
For so many of us, the pandemic caught us by surprise,
and one thing that became apparent early on with its spread
was that there would be a shortage of personal protective
equipment. None more so than high functioning face masks
for clinicians working in a high viral load environment.

The Bodor CNC laser tube cutting machine, supplied by WD Hearn
Machine Tools, will be used during the prototype development and
manufacturing of medical assistive devices (such as for example
wheelchairs), manufactured from hollow steel tube sections. The CNC
laser tube cutter refers to a machine in which laser cutting operations
are performed on tubing to produce specified intersection profiles
and end conditions for joining of the tubes during manufacturing

Explains Ronald Masheane, the PDTS Project Engineer:
“Together the PDTS and CRPM assisted by the Free State
Department of Health recognised during the early stages of
the COVID-19 pandemic that there would be a shortage of
face masks. Globally there was a shortage of appropriate
N95/FMP2 masks for clinicians in a high viral load
environment. The FMP2 half face respirator project was
established.”
“It is very important to note that the developed device is
a higher functioning device than a conventional N95 mask.
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Various components produced on the new machines

Injection moulds will be manufactured to produce medical products
in the correct material

The intended use is for health care workers in a high viral
load environment. The developed device is comparable to
a 3M Half Face Mask Respirator 6000 Series. The locally
manufactured FMP2 mask is a half face respirator comprising
of a soft facial interface with adjustable straps and a filter
housing that accommodates cost effective FMP2 replaceable
discs. The half mask is not only comfortable and safe but
results in a cost-effective solution for the PPE shortage.”
“The high quality FMP2 half face respirator was developed,
manufactured, tested and regulated all in three months
highlighting the exceptional product development capabilities
in the Free State. In the beginning stages of the project, Old
Mutual recognised the impact that the FMP2 mask could have
in the lives of Free State clinicians and co-funded with the
Central University of Technology the first donation of
1 000 face masks and 1 000 face shields to the Department
of Health, Free State. Old Mutual contributed R170 000.00
and the CUT added a further R85 000.00 to manufacture
the much-needed PPE. The devices were received by the
Free State Health MEC, Ms Motsheng Tsiu and the Free
State Premier, Ms Sisi Ntombela on behalf of the Free State
Department of Health.”
“The half face mask is fully developed and tested. Positive
test results of the mask tested at Protechnik Laboratories had
a particle penetration of only 1% and a breathing resistance
of 160 Pa. Production and assembly are conducted at UV
Tooling, which created 12 new jobs. The mask is currently
production ready and 2 000 units can be manufactured each
day.”
“The half face mask and face shield are a celebration
of innovation and solidarity in the Free State showcasing the
opportunities to manufacture medical devices locally in the
times to come.”
The PDTS was launched during 2000 at the Central
University of Technology, Free State (CUT). Originally funded
by Tshumisano as the Metal Value Adding Technology Station
(MVATS). The name was changed to the Product Development
Technology Station (PDTS) at the end of 2003 due to the
nature of the work conducted at the Technology Station (TS).
PDTS was since then funded by the Technology Innovation
Agency (TIA) through the Technology Station Programme (TSP).
TSP’s primary objective is to increase innovative activities
amongst targeted sectors, specifically SMEs through Higher
Education Institutions (HEI) and, at the same time strengthen
and upgrade institutional capacity and infrastructure to
service the needs of these sectors.
PDTS is a collaborator in the CUT established Medical
Device Additive Manufacturing Technology Demonstrator

(MedAdd). The MedAdd project aims to bridge the innovation
chasm in the use of additive manufacturing (AM) for the
innovation, development and final manufacturing of medical
devices by enhancing the current equipment and capabilities
at CUT. The R71 700 000.00 Department of Science and
Innovation (DSI) High-end Infrastructure project was approved
in February 2019. The PDTS and Centre of Rapid Prototyping
and Manufacturing (CRPM) have greatly benefited from the
MedAdd project as multiple high-end advanced manufacturing
machines have been procured. These machines have been
strategically purchased to support the development of medical
devices in South Africa.
The Central University of Technology (CUT) is the leading
South African university in the application of AM for the design
and production of customised medical implants. However, the
impact of this expertise and resources on the development
of a medical device manufacturing industry has been limited,
mainly because of a lack of equipment specifically for medical
device manufacture, for both prototyping and development
as well as small-scale manufacture to de-risk innovation. In
addition, there are limited skilled people who can develop
local companies. If South Africa is to compete internationally,
and is to develop a local medical device industry with
appropriate infrastructure, expertise and skills, a technology
demonstrator for additive manufacturing of medical devices is
required.
There are two manufacturing sectors that the PDTS is
targeting within the Free State: Medical devices and plastic
components manufactured through injection moulding. PDTS’
core staff comprises of 18 individuals and five interns.
The newly purchased equipment at the PDTS include
an Arburg Injection Moulder, a Doosan 3-axis CNC milling
machine, a DMG Mori 5-axis CNC milling machine, a Bodor
CNC laser tube notcher and an Amob CNC tube bender.
Other success stories that the PDTS has been a part of
include a sustainable wheelchair tailored to African conditions
and challenges. This new wheelchair features an attachable
hand cycle or free wheel to help with mobility and reliability
in rural areas and during long distance travelling. A person
with a disability will have a reliable wheelchair to move around
indoors, but has a clip-on hand cycle or free wheel to improve
mobility on rough rural roads and over long distances.
A large scale 3D printer developed at the PDTS was used
to prototype a cost-effective multi-functional walking frame
for the elderly. The product, a commode – a movable toilet –
combines a walking frame and toilet.
For further details contact Ronald Masheane on
rmasheane@cut.ac.za
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Swasap invests R20 million
in new equipment to boost
productivity and quality

Swasap, the only African railway axle manufacturer, is currently investing in new equipment
to increase its machining capabilities and enhance its inspection and testing procedures.

“

M

anufacturing safety critical axles for the rail
transport industry is demanding in terms of
increasingly stringent standards being applied
worldwide, especially in passenger rail vehicles. Growing trade
liberalisation over the past few decades has afforded Swasap
the opportunity to expand its export markets, especially into
Europe and North America. This in turn has resulted in Swasap
developing new methods and manufacturing processes to
ensure it meets the expectations of its clients,” said Derek
Anderson, Managing Director of Swasap.

“As cities worldwide move further towards mass transport
this has created demand for many more additional passenger
rail coaches. This trend is expected to continue over the
coming years. By positioning itself to offer the best worldwide
standards of quality, Swasap has been able to win major
contracts over the years to supply axles for major OEM rolling
stock manufacturers both for South African and export
markets.”
“Part of the development to be able to compete
successfully against the world’s top northern hemisphere

“The increase in demand for Swasap axles means the manufacturing facilities
have had to be continually expanded and upgraded over the past 30 years.
Currently a new factory facility is being built for high technology axles for
export worldwide. Over R20 million has already been invested in this
facility and a further R10 million is planned for this year.”

Swasap has invested in two new horizontal turning centers – lathes
that can do a number of different operations on one machine.
One of the machines is a Takisawa LS00ML30, a boxway
constructed CNC lathe with live tooling

The Takisawa LS00ML30 has a swing of 800mm, a turning length of
3 000mm, a spindle speed is 2 000rpm and bar capacity is 105mm.
The machine has been supplied by Takisawa’s new agents in
South Africa - 600SA Machine Tools - and will do roughing
and drill and tap operations

wheelset manufacturers has been the requirement to meet
stringent certification standards as required in Europe, the
UK, the USA and Canada as well as those required in smaller
passenger rail markets such as Australia.”
“In 2015, Swasap achieved EN13261 certification which
is a mandatory standard in many European countries as well

as for European OEM rolling stock manufacturers involved in
home and export markets. In addition, Swasap is certified to
supply the UK, American and Canadian markets as well as
most countries globally.”
“The certifications open the doors to further opportunities
to expand sales, thus creating work opportunities in
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The two new CNC lathes can complete a number of complex
operations that would previously have been carried out on five
traditional machines

Swasap have also purchased a Victor Vturn-45 horizontal CNC
turning center, a heavy cutting slant bed lathe with a larger spindle
for turning lengths from 1 250mm to 4 250mm. The bar capacity is
117.5mm and the spindle speed is 2 000rpm

Ekurhuleni. We are constantly looking to improve our
manufacturing processes and performance and you can only
do this by investing in machinery, methods and people.”
“This has resulted in Swasap winning orders to supply
rail subway markets overseas. The increase in demand for
Swasap axles means the manufacturing facilities have had
to be continually expanded and upgraded over the past 30
years. Currently a new factory facility is being built for high
technology axles for export worldwide. Over R20 million has

already been invested in this facility and a further R10 million
is planned for this year.”
New machining equipment
“One of the areas we are constantly looking at is our
machining departments. It could be the need for a milling tool
that could meet tighter cycle times or a machine to perform
multiple tasks for maximising the life of milling tools and
reducing tool inventory.”
“Rather than use several machines to manufacture an
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Swasap is the only African railway axle manufacturer

The increase in demand for Swasap axles means the manufacturing
facilities have had to be continually expanded and upgraded over
the past 30 years. Currently a new factory facility is being built for
high technology axles for export worldwide. Over R20 million has
already been invested in this facility and a further R10 million is
planned for this year

axle, each of them doing a specific process, Swasap looked
800mm and a turning length of 3 000mm. The spindle speed
at modern equipment to do a number of different operations
is 2 000rpm and bar capacity is 105mm.”
on one machine. One can set up a cell of machines but this
“The machine has been supplied by Takisawa’s new agents
would require moving the component from one machine to
in South Africa - 600SA Machine Tools and will do our roughing
another, adding extra costs and time.”
and drill and tap.”
“Today, machine tools feature state-of-the-art technology
to give manufacturers the ability to perform complete partVictor Vturn-45 horizontal CNC turning center
processing operations in single setups, which has transformed
“We introduced a Victor Vturn-45 horizontal CNC turning
the entire industry.”
center, a heavy cutting
“Naturally shops
slant bed lathe with a
want access to the most
larger spindle for turning
advanced technology
lengths from 1 250mm
available but as machine
to 4 250mm. The bar
tools grow more and
capacity is 117.5mm and
more complex, factors
the spindle speed is 2
like operator skill levels
000rpm. Both machines
become important
have been installed in
considerations. The
a new factory that is
solution is to tailor
adjacent to our existing
technology to production
buildings.”
needs.”
“To conclude the
“For the new line
setup of the new factory,
Swasap settled on two
Swasap expects delivery
new lathes, one for
soon from Europe of
roughing and the other for
both a new magnetic
finishing.”
particle testing machine
“European and
and a second ultrasonic
much of North American
test machine capable of
Swasap also traditionally carries out assembly work of wheels, bearings and
passenger rail axles are
measuring hollow axles.
axles, supplying to a number of loyal clients over many years
designed hollow. This is not
This investment exceeds R10
only to reduce weight but to
million.”
allow in-service ultrasonic
testing at a fraction of the cost of testing solid axles. The new
Refurbishing and Retrofitting
line has been designed with a deep hole drilling and honing
“Currently we are also upgrading some of our workhorse
facility allowing Swasap to meet the very tight tolerances
lathes. Three of them are going through a refurbishing and
required by the customer.”
retrofitting phase so that they are able to produce tighter
“In addition, our company has invested in two new CNC
tolerances and operate at higher production rates. In addition,
lathes that can complete a number of complex operations
we also installed into the machining operations a completely
which would previously have been carried out on five
refurbished Schaudt CNC grinding machine.”
traditional machines.”
Swasap also traditionally carries out assembly work of
wheels, bearings and axles, supplying to a number of loyal
Takisawa LS-800ML30 CNC lathe with live tooling
clients over many years.
“We added a Takisawa LS00ML30, a boxway constructed
For further details contact Swasap on TEL: 011 873 6666
CNC lathe with live tooling. The machine has a swing of
or visit www.swasap.co.za
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Chemical Solutions & Innovations
appointed sole distributors of
Quaker Houghton metalworking
fluid range

C

hemical Solutions & Innovations (Pty) Ltd (CSI),
one of the largest service providers of the bespoke
Chemical Management Services (CMS/’Fluidcare’) to
the manufacturing sector, as well as a leading metalworking
fluid supplier to the South African market, has announced
that they have been appointed the sole distributors of Quaker
Houghton, a global leader in primary and metalworking
industrial process fluids.
“Metalworking
companies face
challenges today as
never before. Under
increasing pressure
to reduce costs and
environmental impact,
they are also dealing with
new highly-engineered
materials creating
new requirements in
manufacturing processes
and metalworking
fluids,” says Raul Jurado,
Commercial Director
Middle East and Africa at
Quaker Houghton.
“At this critical point
in time, we are the
long-term partner for
manufacturers seeking to
anticipate and overcome
these challenges. Quaker
Houghton, through
our South African distributor CSI, is committed to offering
innovative solutions to help our metalworking customers
run more efficiently today and reap the opportunities of the
future,” continued Jurado.
When Quaker Chemical Corporation, established in 1918
and Houghton International, established in 1865, merged
in 2019 to create Quaker Houghton the merger created the
largest industrial fluid supplier in the world and a combined
$1.6 billion revenue company that employs 4 000 staff
serving 15 000 customers worldwide.
CSI had built up a strong relationship with Quaker as
the distributors of the Quaker products in South Africa for
a number of years. The next step for CSI was to solidify the
company’s relationship with Quaker Houghton, by becoming
the sole distributor for their metalworking products in South
Africa.
As the Quaker Houghton sole distributor in South
Africa this allows CSI to continue providing high-quality
metalworking fluids, corrosion preventatives, fire resistant
hydraulic oils and washing fluids, which are internationally
approved for the automotive, aeronautical and engineering
sectors among others, to the South African market, including

metalworking fluids to original equipment manufacturers and
tier one manufacturers.
Located in Johannesburg, Port Elizabeth and Cape
Town, CSI is part of the Solutions & Innovations Group. This
comprises two other companies, namely Carbide Solutions
& Innovations (Pty) Ltd (Carbide) and Water Solutions &
Innovations (Pty) Ltd (WSI). It is this combination that allows
the group to provide
cradle-to-grave
solutions to their
customers.
CSI’s highly
skilled team has
over 250 years
of cumulative
experience in the
metalworking
and automotive
industries, and this
strong technical team
includes aeronautical,
mechanical and
chemical engineers,
says the company.
The company prides
itself in using
its specialised
knowledge and
experience to provide
solutions to every
client’s unique
application needs.
As a national company with six chemical management
sites, two state-of-the-art blending plants and a resourced
laboratory dealing specifically with the metalworking industry,
CSI always aims to deliver the best possible products and
services while retaining the smallest environmental footprint,
says the company.
CSI developed CMS (Level 1 to 4) as a unique system
involving a range of specialised services and equipment to
manage the products supplied to the customer. And they will
further develop CMS through the introduction of the Quaker
Houghton FluidCare programme.
Quaker Houghton supports its partners like CSI to
drive a sustainable, more prosperous future. They deliver
expertise, service, and advanced technology related to
industrial process fluids – all for the betterment of the entire
metalworking industry.
With both companies prioritising excellence and social
responsibility in their respective fields, this partnership is a
sure-fire win for all – and a true representation of Quaker
Houghton’s tagline ‘Forward Together’.
For further details contact CSI on TEL: 041 585 5578 or
visit www.csi-africa.co.za
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Shilton Reels – a South African
fly fishing success story
Worldwide recognition has come with dedication, passion and quality.

I

t is often said that, to be
successful in business,
you have to have a passion
for it. Sometimes, however,
having a passion for what
product you manufacture is
as important, too. This point
became clear to me while
visiting Shilton Engineering to
gather information and pictures
for an article I wanted to do
on the company. My interest
in the company was piqued
when I saw a social media
post by a friend who loves fly
fishing and is an avid Shilton
Reels user, as are many of
his fly fishing friends judging
by the comments. From the
photograph that I saw, the
reel looked very impressive
aesthetically. I had to find out
why and where the product was
manufactured, and more so if
it is made in South Africa. Not
that I am a fly fisherman but
rather that I love to report on
South African success stories.
However, my primary interest
would be on the company’s
history, CNC programming and
machining capabilities and
anything metalworking.
While doing my research I
did not realise how extremely
competitive the leisure
pursuit and the industry of fly
fishing is. The issue of what
constitutes ‘correct’ fly fishing
comes up fairly frequently. If
I use a jig, am I fly fishing? If
I use a pegged bead, am I fly
fishing? Then of course there
are the ‘waters’ where you fish.
Everyone has their own opinion
whether you should fish in
freshwater or saltwater. Both
present their own challenges
and that is not just the fishing.
36 METALWORKING NEWS

The Shilton reels are available in 23 different sizes depending on
what setup you need for what species you are fishing for. Line
weights 3 to 16 and backing capacity from 60 metres to 600 metres
are accommodated in the selection. In 2010, Shilton Engineering was
awarded the much sought after and prestigious Design Excellence
Award from the South African Bureau of Standards
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Accessibility, transport and
accommodation considerations
have to be taken into account,
as well the affordability.
To me, the main appeal to
fly fish in South Africa would
be the diversity of species and
the landscapes in which you
can fish. Whether freshwater
fishing or saltwater fishing,
with the correct info, the
pursuit of both species can
be exhilarating and rewarding.
Fishing off a boat in a dam
or cruising along a river while
elephants and rhinos roam
the savannah conjure up many
exciting thoughts. Equally
stimulating is the thought of
wading through the blue water
flats on one of the Seychelles’
outer islands fishing for bone
fish, trigger fish, permit or
giant trevally.
As is the case in most
sports though, without the
correct equipment or gear,
your experience could be
ruined or best forgotten.
Although, still important,
the line and rod are not as
critical in your choice as is that
of the reel. This has become
an aggressive market amongst
manufacturers, suppliers
and retailers fighting for your
business.
Since the species diversity
is quite overwhelming, you’ll
need a versatile range of fly
rod-and-reel setups. You’ll
generally need a minimum
of three setups. The reason
why it’s a good idea is that it
enables you to switch quickly
when out fishing. Everything
happens dizzyingly fast when
fishing and you have to make
the most of each opportunity. 

That’s why it’s a good idea to
have a second setup at hand, if
you need to try a new fly – or if
you’ve been blind casting with
poppers, and a sight-casting
opportunity suddenly arises.

manufactured was a freshwater
model, sized for a 6-wt line.
The CL series has an advanced,
specially formulated polymer
disk drag system, running on
a polished stainless steel disc,
which delivers an ultra-smooth
The history of Shilton Reels
drag with a very low start-up
The Shilton Fly Fishing
inertia and zero engagement
Reels are used in both fresh
backlash. They all have a clickand salt water fly fishing
type drag knob for consistent
environments, giving fly anglers
setting.”
a range of reels designed for
“Through my obsession
targeting all species of fish.
with quality and passion for
Owner Tony Frittelli, an
precision, extensive testing
avid fly fisherman and founder
takes place and, still today,
Tony Frittelli of Shilton Engineering
of Shilton Reels, saw a gap
every reel is bench tested
in the fly fishing market in
before being shipped. Our
1997. Combining his engineering expertise and his extensive
design aspects were focussed on functionality, durability,
knowledge of what was missing in other fly reels, he designed
consistency, extremely low maintenance and the aesthetics
the first reel in the Shilton line-up, the CL Series, back in the
and good feel. The styling of our reels is uniquely Shilton.”
late 1990s. This reel became commercially available in 2001
All components of the CL Series reels are precision
after extensive testing by Frittelli.
machined and crafted from 6 082 T6 high-grade aluminium
Frittelli, a qualified
bar stock using the latest CNC
toolmaker, had initially started
technology.
a business with partner Jerry
A ventilated spool and frame
Hewett, machining extrusions
reduces weight and assists
for two-way radios.
in rapid line drying, while
“The two of us had
the anodised finish assures
spent a number of years in
maximum corrosion resistance.
employment and both of us
The advanced polymer disk
had visions of running our
drag system runs on a polished
own businesses. In 1990 we
stainless steel disc to deliver
established our own machine
smooth and low start-up inertia
shop with a saw, a Bridgeport
with zero engagement backlash.
milling machine and a press.
A click-type drag knob
In those days there weren't
ensures consistent setting
many CNC machines around.”
as well as silent retrieve and
drag rotation. The spool runs
Change of direction
on precision roller and deep
One of the recently purchased CNC machines is a Hyundai Wia
HK-V1000 CNC vertical machining center. The first CNC machine
“It was only much later
groove ball-bearings in a sealed
that Shilton Engineering purchased in 1992 – a Supermax YCM 60-A housing. The palming rim is
that we acquired our first
vertical
machining center – is on the left. The Hyundai Wia machines exposed for enhanced control.
CNC machine - a Supermax
are sold by Spectrum Machine Tools
YCM 60-A vertical machining
All reels are approved for
center. By this time we
saltwater and carry a limited life
had made changes to the type of components that we were
warranty.
producing and our material processing operations. In a way we
“All components for our reels are manufactured in our
anticipated the demise of two-way radio components because
machine shop except the common components such as
of the introduction of cellular phones and thankfully we did.”
bearings, springs and screws.”
“The business had
“We only use top-grade
become ‘stale and repetitive’
material which unfortunately
and we needed a new
still has to be imported. I know
challenge to not only revive
that it is a very competitive
the business but ourselves as
market but with the quality of
well. I knew that if we were
the components that we have
going to survive we needed to
used I know that our reels can
design and manufacture our
be relied upon.”
own products.”
“On the back of the success
“In the back of my mind
of the CL, Shilton Reels began
I wanted to turn my passion
R&D on a saltwater reel. The
into something tangible
challenges of saltwater bring
and hence the choice of
about a whole host of problems
manufacturing a fly fishing
in reel design. Sand getting into
reel that would stand out
the drag system, the build-up of
amongst the rest.”
salt in the reel, and of course,
the need for the smoothest drag
The Hyundai Wia L 280LM CNC turning center was purchased just
Freshwater reels
possible to stop the beasts of
before Shilton Engineering invested in the vertical machining center
“The first reel we
the flats. This brought about the 
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Reels are manufactured for both saltwater and freshwater fishing

SL Series. The full open cork
drag system makes it is easy
for you to clean and service
your reels.”

The newest reel in the Shilton Reels freshwater line up is the CR
series, which is available in CR2-CR4 for line weights 3 to 8

black spool looks strikingly
attractive with a bright backing
and contrasting fly lines on
them – any amateur or serious
fly angler’s dream come true,”
explained Frittelli.
“We also have a full
selection of replacement parts,
meaning you don’t need to
send your reel in to be repaired
- you can do it yourself! What
other reel manufacturer allows
you to change your parts?”

SR Series
“The latest model to be
launched is the Shilton SR
Series. The SR range have been
designed from the ground up
While building the Shilton Reels brand Frittelli has not allowed it to
with the saltwater angler in
dominate the machining department. About 50% of time is spent on
mind, rugged functionality with
manufacturing the reel components – which could number 25 to 30
high grade 6082 T6 aluminium
different components per reel – and the other 50% is spent on
to give you the edge you need
machining components for clients in a variety of markets
in any saltwater scenario. We
We Stop Fish
have increased the overall
The name Shilton Reels
diameter of the cork drag,
is now recognised worldwide,
resulting in less start up inertia
including in the USA. But also
and more stopping power, as
associated with the brand is the
well as adding one extra plunger
saying: We stop fish. Shilton Reels
(from two to three), for extra drag
have one of the best drag systems
engagement and durability.”
of any fly reels because they were
designed with one thing in mind
New colours and replacement
– to enable fly anglers to fight
parts
and catch the strongest, toughest
While steadily building
saltwater and freshwater gamefish
the reputation of the durable
in the world.
and lightweight Shilton Reels,
The reels are available in 23
Frittelli has also been innovative
different sizes depending on what
in introducing a number of
setup you need for what species
enhancements to the brand.
you are fishing for. Line weights 3
The standard black and titanium
to16 and backing capacity from
colours are traditional with the
60 metres to 600 metres are
brand but demand led to the
accommodated in the selection.
introduction of red, blue, purple,
As said previously frames and
burnt gold and turquoise options.
spools are manufactured from
While steadily building the reputation of the durable and
“You can now build your own
aluminium bar stock and the other
lightweight Shilton Reels, Frittelli has also been innovative in
reel with the colours of your choice.
components are machined from
introducing a number of enhancements to the brand. The
Frames and spools can now be
stainless steel. Polymers, carbon
standard black and titanium colours are traditional with the
supplied in one colour or you can
fiber and cork are used to create
brand but demand led to the introduction of red, blue,
purple, burnt gold and turquoise options
mix and match. For example, a
the all-important clutch systems 
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Shilton Engineering also machines many different plastic
components for clients

that take Shilton Reels’ drag to the next level and make We
Stop Fish a reality.
It has been reported that fish up to 95kg have been
caught by anglers using Shilton Reels equipment.
“Shiltons have stopped large fish and still do,” quipped
Frittelli.
SABS design recognition
In 2010, Shilton Engineering was awarded the much
sought after and prestigious Design Excellence Award from
the South African Bureau of Standards.
“To be entered for this award, the design of the product
must not only have been done in South Africa, with the



All aluminium components manufactured are
machined from block or rounds

Shilton Engineering have built up a loyal client base who are very
consistent with their orders. They include clients in the electronics
industry and the luxury goods market. An interesting one is the
components that they manufacture for a high-end coffee making
machine that is a replica of an engine block of a F1 racing car

The latest model to be launched is the Shilton SR Series. The SR
range have been designed from the ground up with the saltwater
angler in mind

intellectual property domiciled in this country. This award,
made to Shilton Engineering SA for the Shilton fly fishing reels,
is an example of South African design excellence and we are
still very proud that we received it. The recognition by industry
and the authorities is sought after,” said Frittelli proudly.
Diversification
While building the Shilton Reels brand Frittelli has not
allowed it to dominate the machining department. About 50%
of time is spent on manufacturing the reel components –
which could number 25 to 30 different components per reel
– and the other 50% is spent on machining components for
clients in a variety of markets.
“We did not want to have all our eggs in one basket so
we have actively sought clients in other areas. Fortunately
we have built up a loyal client base who are very consistent
with their orders. They include clients in the electronics
industry and the luxury goods market. An interesting one is
the components we manufacture for a high-end coffee making
machine that is a replica of an engine block of a F1 racing car.”
“We are also machining many different plastic
components. You don’t always have to machine metal on your
machines!”
Shilton Engineering now has six CNC machines on the
floor of its 700m² building in Sebenza, Gauteng. These consist
of four lathes and two machining centers. The most recent
capital expenditure purchases were a Hyundai Wia HK-V1000
that has a load size of 3 000kg and XYZ travels of 2 100mm
by 1 350mm by 1 400mm and a Hyundai Wia L 280LM CNC

turning center that has a swing of 650mm and a turning
diameter of 300mm. I might add that this must be one of the
cleanest and well organised machine shop floors I have ever
seen.
“Having these size machines might seem like a bit of
an overkill for the size components that we manufacture for
our reels. The maximum diameter we machine for them is
126mm and the whole reel weighs 418 grams. We have set
up the machines with our own fixtures so we take into account
these smaller sizes. But at least we have the capacity to
accommodate larger size components and will only be limited
by the machine size capacity and capability.”
“Our Supermax YCM 60-A vertical machining center that
we purchased in 1992 is still producing precision components
19 years later, as are other CNC machines on the floor. We
look after all our machines so that we get the best precision
work out of them. As the reel side of the business grows we
will look at investing in more machines.”
Reading reviews and reports it clearly shows that Shilton
Engineering has been around for quite some time and they
have offered many years of dependable products. The Shilton
reels are world class product recognised by many professional
fly fishermen around the globe as one of the top performing
reels. A great South African manufacturing success story I
would say.
For more information visit Shilton Reels on www.
shiltonreels.com or on Instagram at https://www.instagram.
com/shiltonreels or on Facebook at https://www.facebook.
com/shiltonflyreels/

Various aluminium components – non-fishing related

Reel spools ready for anodising
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P&C Technologies driven
by technology and passion
Standardises on Feeler CNC machines.

The latest machine to be installed at P&C Technologies, in
December 2020, is a Feeler VMP-50A vertical machining center with
a fourth axis that was supplied by Craft Machine Tools

T

here is no doubt that many companies have experienced
a drop-off in business during the past year. The economic
downturn has affected almost every company in some
way. During these times, it is critical that companies maintain
a long-term business focus while taking some short-term
actions to help weather the storm.
Not so though for Patric Fourie, Steven Liebisch and
Natasha Jones who have combined their individual talents of
entrepreneurship, machining experience and administration to
put their engineering business P&C Technologies on the map
in a relatively short time. Only established in November 2019
the company already has some big-name companies as their
clients that they can boast about.

P&C Technologies are not just limited to CNC machining. One of
the first machines the company purchased was a Chmer Q 4025L
gantry style linear motor EDM. Such has been the demand for the
company’s EDM capabilities that P&C Technologies have now
ordered a second machine and the local agent Extreme Machines
Technologies should be installing it in April
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One of the first CNC vertical machining centers P&C Technologies
acquired was a Feeler VMP-40A, also supplied by Craft Machine
Tools

You could say the young upstart team are brazen, but no
it is not that. Rather they are passionate about what they do
and their enthusiastic approach can be clearly seen in the
machining operation that they run in Anderbolt, Gauteng. They
have seen an opportunity and started a business with fresh
ideas, initiatives and insights without the fear of handing over
the reins to someone that believes they know more than them.
Fourie and Liebisch, both in their early forties, have
been in the engineering industry for most of their working
careers. Fourie is more focussed on product development as
well as client liaison and communication while Liebisch, a
third-generation machinist and qualified tool and die maker

obsessed with CNC machining, programming and software.

CNC lathe work is carried out on two Feeler FTC-450s

Various components manufactured by P&C Technologies

A combination that works well when you consider the third
partner looks after administration.
Although still young Fourie and Liebisch have between
them built up years of experience. When they decided to
open up their own business their plan was to concentrate
on machining high-value components for original equipment
manufacturers in demanding industries such as commercial,
mining, industrial and military sectors.
“We did not see ourselves as a small job shop machining
parts on inexpensive machine tools in a small garage. There
is nothing particularly wrong with that since there are plenty
of companies making money that way. We had a different
vision for our business. We wanted to move beyond just
cutting parts at the whim of purchasing agents or buyers
to one that offers value-added components and services
that appeal to customers’ higher manufacturing objectives.
This is the way, we believe, to maintain the kind of good
success that would allow us to consistently grow and invest
in resources required to reduce our customers’ production
costs.”
With a healthy combination of courage and financing,
Fourie and Liebisch set out to turn their idea into reality. It
depended, they knew, not just on building a good attitude
toward customer service, but also on building the kind of
machining capabilities that would be flexible and efficient
enough to deliver the performance their service-oriented
business model demanded. They would no longer be
competing with low overhead small machine shops. Indeed,
they knew they couldn’t remain competitive with garage 

The well maintained shopfloor



The CNC slotter, also supplied by Craft Machine Tools

“We are not big on this side but we do have a welding and
assembly department that manufacture various fixtures and
structures for OEM fleets in the mining industry. Currently
we are busy with a project whereby we are supplying a major
mining house with a side and walkway structure for their
large trucks used in the mining industry.”

type operations as their business grew larger - no one can.
But they would have to offer the flexibility those shops deliver
when they want to and do it all the time for all customers,
with consistently high-quality, and while keeping an evervigilant handle on cost control. It was no easy task, and it left
virtually no aspect of the business untouched by change. But
just 18 months later what has emerged is a machining and
manufacturing facility that they envisioned from the beginning.
“A meticulously organised and efficient shop was priority
number one. Starting with a clean sheet we had no excuse not
to get it right from the beginning,” said Fourie.
“Today metalworking and machining shops have more
machine tools to choose from than ever before, allowing
them to determine the best machine and process for their
application. We decided to settle on a standard platform
for our CNC machining centers and CNC lathes. Machining
can lead to a range of challenges, such as troubleshooting
maintenance issues and finding employees who are crosstrained to run an assortment of machines.”
“We did not want to have one of everything and zero
flexibility in terms of shifting components to different machines
in the event of downtime for repairs or maintenance. When
needed, we wanted to do this with minimal effort but also to
have minimal hassles with the associated tooling and setups.
By standardising our CNC platform operators can run multiple
machines and can quickly learn to setup and programme
virtually any machine in the shop.”
“We chose Craft Machine Tools and the Feeler CNC brand
for a number of reasons. Anyone can sell or buy machines.
What truly matters is how effectively you deploy your labour
(operators) and capacity to deliver maximum value to our
customers. And of course how your supplier fits into this.”

“In the machine tool industry there are many words and
phrases thrown around about machines. User-friendly, best-inclass, faster and more reliable, consistent, better-than-normal
are just a few to name. Well we can truly say the same for Craft
Machine Tools in the dealings that we have had with them.”
“The latest machine to be installed, in December 2020, is
a Feeler VMP-50A vertical machining center with a fourth axis.
The XYZ travels on this machine are 1 300mm by 610mm by
600mm, it has rapid feeds of between 24 and 36m/min, a
table size of 1 420mm by 600mm and can take a load of 1
500kg.”
“This is the seventh machine we have purchased from
Craft and the inventory consists of two CNC lathes, four CNC
machining centers and a CNC slotter.”
“This latest machine was purchased purely to increase
our capacity and capabilities. We already have a Feeler
VMP-40A vertical machining center that has XYZ travels of
1 020mm by 520mm by 505mm. But we needed a bigger
machine not necessarily to take on machining of heavy and
big components, but if we are requested to do so by clients at
least we will have the capability to do so.”
“However, in saying this we are in the process of
purchasing of two boring mills – a horizontal and a vertical –
which will give us the ability to machine large components.”
“To ensure we continue delivering customers’ orders on
time we will be procuring an additional CNC lathe Feeler FTC
450 and another Feeler VFP1300A with 4th axis.”
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Components
“The majority of the components that we machine at the
moment are not more than 15 kilograms, although on some
special projects we have gone up to 250 kilograms.”
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Partners Patric Fourie, Natasha Jones and Steven Liebisch

Powertrain components such as end yokes, output flanges and
pinion shafts and gears are regular components that
P&C Technologies are machining

“Powertrain components such as end yokes, output flanges
and pinion shafts and gears are regular components that we
are machining.”
“Other powertrain solutions such as driveshafts, midship assemblies, CV shafts, as well as steering and chassis
components are regularly being turned or milled on our
machines.”
“Most of the components are manufactured from EN19T,
EN36B, EN 8 and 9 and Weldox 700 material. If requested we
have that capability and machines to process other materials
such as aluminium and stainless steel. We also machine
castings for clients.”

mining emergency chute system that can be used on shovels,
trucks, draglines, loaders and any other equipment where a fast
escape route needs to be provided.”
“The emergency chute system is used extensively in the
mining industry and is gaining interest in other industries where
emergency evacuation is needed.”

HVAC and air-conditioning systems
“We are also providing custom HVAC and cab climate
systems for heavy-duty commercial trucks, off-highway
machines and specialty vehicles used in the mining and other
industries.”
“We are focused on providing thermal comfort and
Not limited just to machining
acceptable indoor air quality within reasonable installation,
“However, we are not just limited to CNC machining. One
operation and maintenance costs. The opportunity to distribute
of the first machines we purchased was a Chmer Q 4025L
this range fully supports our strategy to provide exceptional
gantry style linear motor EDM. The machine has capabilities
products and services to our customers across a multitude of
of XYZ travels of 400mm by 250mm by 200mm, UV travels of
industries, not just mining alone.”
60mm by 60mm, a maximum
“We are certainly proud
workpiece size of 750mm
of how far we have come but
by 560mm by 195m and a
we are even more enthused
maximum weight size of 550
by the opportunities and
kilograms.”
challenges ahead. We
“Such has been the
employ 33 staff at our
demand for our EDM
facility in Anderbolt and
capabilities that we have now
there are another 10
ordered a second machine
staff employed as product
and the local agent Extreme
support technicians at our
Machines Technologies
satellite sites in Northern
should be installing it in
Cape and Mpumalanga.”
April.”
The principle of
standardisation is applied
Fabricating
across the shop wherever
The majority of the components that P&C Technologies machine at the
“We are not big on
moment are not more than 15 kilograms, although on some special projects possible and in particular
this side but we do have
with shopfloor personnel.
they have gone up to 250 kilograms
a welding and assembly
“We keep away from
department that manufacture
specialising the operator. All
various fixtures and structures for OEM fleets in the mining
are skilled machinists, both for the flexibility they provide, and
industry. Currently we are busy with a project whereby we
for the broad contributions they can make toward continuous
are supplying a major mining house with a side and walkway
improvement. Knowing a lot only about a little area is only
structure for their large trucks used in the mining industry. All
marginally useful in this shop’s holistic approach. We want
sheetmetal processes are shopped out although we are looking
people who can understand the entire process, people who can
at purchasing our own hydraulic press brake complemented by
figure out how to fit all the pieces together in the best possible
a CNC laser cutter.”
way. Moreover, by having interchangeable assets - both human
and technical - they all get utilised at very high levels, and can
Unique product offering
be applied easily to shifting patterns of demand.”
“Through our experience of working previously with the
For further details contact P&C Technologies on
mining industry we have developed a product of our own – a
sales@pct-gp.co.za
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The Logic of development

I

n machining, a cutting tool is an element of a technological
There are different directions for the development of
system that shapes a part by material removal. The system
cutting tools. The ‘traditional’ way is to make the tools stronger,
comprises a machine tool, a workholding fixture and a tool
more productive and cost-effective, a reflection on the natural
holding device. Shaping a part is performed by
requirement of the customer to a consumed
various machining processes that use different
product. Other directions of development are
cutting strategies. The progress made in
related to advanced manufacturing technologies
machining tools resulted in modern machines
that have deeply ingrained the metalworking
that enable combined and whole process
industry whereby available tooling solutions still
operations; processes that were separated
leave a broad field for improvement.
in the past. Moreover, advanced machine
tool capabilities assure applying progressive
The course of nature
machining strategies to achieve maximum
The traditional direction of development
performance.
considers improving tool performance by
The metalworking industry must deal with
introducing innovative cutting geometry,
different engineering materials. Progress in
advanced tool material grades, progressive
material science and metallurgy not only brought
tool body designs to ensure higher rigidity and
Turning instead of grinding? Fine
in new exotic materials but also provided
durability. It may seem that this direction has
turning of a hard steel part with
technologies to create materials with pre-defined
almost depleted its resources and does not
the use of a tool carrying a
properties. Producing components from such
promise true revolutionary changes.
PCBN-tipped insert
materials has significantly improved the working
However, cutting tool manufacturers have
parameters of the parts, but machining has
managed to surprise the metalworking world
become more difficult. In many cases, the root of
with substantially new products that provide
successful machining was connected only with
significant benefits despite the traditional
cutting tool limitations.
approach to the product design. An important
A cutting tool, the smallest element of
success factor was the significant growth
the technological system, connects the part
in scientific and technological levels of tool
directly and is the link between the machine
production, new achievements in powder
and material. For realising advantages of highmetallurgy and coating technology, and the
tech machine tools and productive machining
introduction of modern systems for inspection
strategies, the cutting tool must meet
and quality control. The considerably increased
appropriate requirements. Finding a decent
capabilities of tool design itself, CAD/CAM
answer to these requirements to respond to
systems, and 3D modelling, gave noticeable
High-feed milling remains an
ever-growing demands of modern metalworking
impetus to the realisation of challenging
efficient method for rough
is a base for new developments in the cutting
innovative ideas.
machining both on plane and
complex surfaces
tool field.
Technological developments have evolved
The metalworking industry has been through
new machining methods which require tools to
a rough time with the COVID-19 pandemic,
meet new stringent demands. These tools have
which has affected the world economy and has
the ability to cut hard metals while eliminating
inevitably led to a decline in economic indicators
the need for grinding operations. In milling, these
in the industry. Many bright prospects before
new age tools are able to contend with extremely
the coronavirus were replaced by modest hopes,
high feeds per tooth (HFM) at high machining
while on the other hand, this has been a time
speeds (HSM) and are able to perform trochoidal
for deeper analysis of industrial trends, a look
milling with the use of high-pressure coolant
into tomorrow, forecasts, and future planning.
(HPC). The design of such tools differs from
Progress has not stopped. Metalworking
general-duty tools as they require specific
is at the door of serious changes, and the
features that characterise the above-mentioned
manufacturer should be ready to adopt them.
methods and strategies.
Iscar’s drills with three-flute
The forthcoming changes cannot bypass cutting
Advancements in machine tool engineering
replaceable heads ensure
tool production - one of the more important links
have pushed the metalworking industry closer to
significantly increased
in the metalworking chain. Therefore, to have a
living out a dream of every manufacturer, owning
productivity and considerably
clear understanding of the direction of industrial
a complete one setup production. Impressive
reduced set-up time
progress and the results of new requirements for
capabilities of the latest multi-axis- and multithe cutting tools of tomorrow is a cornerstone to success for
tasking machine tools and hybrid manufacturing systems,
a tool manufacturer. This is the key to new tool developments
which combine material removal and 3D printing technologies,
and the demand for a wide range of products.
give evidence of a quantum leap toward one-setup production. 
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A driven-tool option features more and more turning centers
set of information services. This will be a necessary pass
expanding their capabilities. Understandably, this progress has
to the smart factory of tomorrow. Without the pass, the tool
built other requirements for cutting tools multifunctionality, tool
manufacturer will remain at the factory gate.
life, and time-to-failure characteristics.
The tomorrow customer is waiting for active virtual design
The attempts to find a cost-effective alternative to solid
options that are needed for process modelling, tool assembly
carbide tools gave a new impulse to designs with exchangeable
integration, concept design of customised tools, and more.
carbide heads. Moreover, some of these designs even provided
Online marketing will play a core role in this urging change.
a substantial advantage for high repeatability of the head
COVID-19 has accelerated the influence of online marketing,
overhang with respect to the tool. As a result, there is no
and the growing demand for online pre-sales services and postneed for additional adjustment after replacing a worn head,
sales support will be expected as a whole spectrum of services
which can be quickly changed without removing the tool from
by the tool manufacturer.
a machine spindle. The ‘no-setup’ benefit opened a source
Consequently, an ‘All-in-One’ digital system for online
for diminishing machine downtime, and in combination with
marketing, tool data, access to various information, generating
distinct economic advantages, ensured promising prospects for
twin models, engineering and economic calculations, tool
the exchangeable solid-head concept as a direction of cutting
life analysis, immediate service, advice, knowledge and
tool development.
competency will all be an integral part of the product range for
The metalworking industry has tightened its requirements
the cutting tool manufacturer.
for the versatility and maintainability of cutting tools.
These changes have led to a good response from the tool
Looking for the right answer
manufacturer. For example, a typical cutter with indexable
Of course, the tool manufacturer cannot just sit around and
inserts features inner channels for coolant supply through
wait for things to change, they must be proactive. Iscar is a
the cutter body. Such a body design is a sort of unwritten
good example of how a leading toolmaking company seeks to
tool standard now. Another example today is the cutting tool
meet new industry demands and prepares itself for forthcoming
manufacturer not only strictly specifies
changes. In recent years, Iscar introduced
the necessary torque for tightening
many new innovative product lines through
insert clamping screws, but also supplies
its LogiQ product campaign to provide
dynamometric keys to ensure necessary
solutions in the spirit of the industrial
torque value.
trends.
Emerging trends and new challenges
Iscar’s turning product line was
In the metalworking industry, there are
enriched with a versatile assembled
enduring trends that place the cutting tool
system comprising of an anti-vibration bar
manufacturer before new challenges. The
and exchangeable heads carrying various
significantly increased use of composites
inserts. New inserts from polycrystalline
and sintered materials now requires
CBN tips were designed to improve
specific cutters, which are customized in
performance in turning hard materials.
many cases.
A lead-edge parting system with multiPrecise metal forming and 3D printing
Iscar’s World App, a virtual ‘one stop shop’, pocket adapters and robust reinforced tool
trends upward, leading to the growth of
blocks opens new horizons for increasing
which now embraces all Iscar online Apps,
interfaces and product catalogues on a
workpieces that are produced very close
productivity.
mobile phone
to the final shape of a part. This causes a
Iscar significantly expanded its
considerable reduction of stock, removed
milling line with a range of tools for HFM
by machining operations. Therefore,
and HSM. For machining difficult-to-cut
productive and accurate low power cutting on high-power
aerospace materials, Iscar specifically developed new carbide
machine tools is rising substantially. Advanced multi-axis
grades for indexable inserts and ceramic endmills. Also, newly
machines are capable of precisely generating complicated
introduced extended flute cutters with HPC option significantly
shapes by cutting methods. Hence, the metalworking industry
increased metal removal rates in rough milling titanium.
is interested in reasonable, effective solutions from the cutting
Iscar’s line of drills with replaceable carbide heads was
tool manufacturer.
replenished by a newly designed three-flute head that ensures
Machining difficult-to-cut ISO S materials, especially β- and
considerably increased productivity. New solid drills with
near- β- titanium grades and high-temperature superalloys
polycrystalline diamond nibs and wafers provide efficient
(HTSA) features low cutting speeds. Growing demands for
solutions for drilling composite materials.
the components from these materials require the respective
The information segment of Iscar’s product programme has
increase in output by speeding up machining operations. As it
undergone major changes. Digital tool twins in accordance with
turns out, the smallest element of the technological system standard ISO 13399, virtual assembly options, an optimal tool
the cutting tool - becomes a main obstacle to the productivity
selection software, a cutting material grade optimiser, various
growth.
sources of constantly updated information, online purchasing,
It is no small task to give an appropriate reply on these and
rich mobile phone applications and many other new functions
other burning issues that have been raised by industry trends.
break ground on a totally different level of a tool product
It seems that the search for an answer is connected mainly with
portfolio.
design, manufacturing, etc. In one way or another, these belong
The logic of industrial development demands from the tool
more or less to a traditional and familiar sphere.
manufacturer new high-performance cutters with a developed
At the same time, the changes taking place in the industry
informational integrant. Such an organic whole and balance
have presented the toolmaker with tasks of a completely
between material and virtual worlds will be recognised very
different kind.
soon in the cutting tool industry and define the IQ of a cutting
Confident steps of Industry 4.0 and digitising manufacturing
tool and its incorporation into advanced manufacturing
have turned the tool manufacturer to the virtual world. They
systems.
have demanded to supplement the cutting tool - a material
For further details contact Iscar South Africa on
product - with a corresponding digital twin and a developed
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com
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3DExperience World 2021:

Dassault Systèmes to launch new
SolidWorks offers from mid-2021

W

hat was previously called SolidWorks
World is now 3DExperience World,
a name change that will take some
time for SolidWorks devotees to adjust to but
shows that Dassault Systèmes signalled a
desire to transform SolidWorks from a largely
independent subsidiary revolving around a
single product into an integrated part of the
larger ecosystem.
Gian Paolo Bassi, SolidWorks CEO,
Dassault Systèmes, said, “Any intent to
transition SolidWorks to completely a cloudbased product? There is no such intent. But
the cloud is our optimal method to give our
customer amazing new possibilities, like highend simulation. How else can we offer this capability? We will
offer you the ability to work on desktop as long as you want.
But just like today nobody can think of a household without
internet, the entire world is going in that direction of cloudhosted products.”
Dassault Systèmes announced at the event the upcoming
launch of two offers. The offers are called: 3DExperience
SolidWorks for Makers and 3DExperience SolidWorks for
Students. The offers will provide makers and students with
cloud-based access to the world’s most powerful digital
environment for design, engineering and collaborative
innovation.

3DExperience SolidWorks for Makers
brings makers, mentors and ideas together
to create, connect and collaborate. Digital
hobbyists can innovate using 3DExperience
SolidWorks Professional, 3D Creator and 3D
Sculptor applications, and share their personal
projects with the global Makers Community
Madein3D – curated by Dassault Systèmes
with the participation of makers, influencers
and innovators – for help and inspiration.
3DExperience SolidWorks for Students
helps prepare students for employability in a
highly competitive job market by developing
the engineering, collaboration, project
management and data intelligence skills that
are highly sought after by industry today. The offer, which can
be used from anywhere, features 3DExperience SolidWorks
Student, 3D Designer Student and Collaborative Business
and Industry Innovator applications, access to a global
online community of peers and experts on the 3DExperience
platform, and two industry recognised certifications.
The virtual 3DExperience World 2021 was attended by
more than 35 000 attendees. Although it was different than
the in-person experience, the event offered equally informative
keynote sessions, free certification exams, stories from
SolidWorks customers using 3DExperience Works portfolio
of tools, and much more.

Dormer Pramet completes
acquisition of Miranda Tools

D

ormer Pramet has completed the previously announced
acquisition of Miranda Tools, a manufacturer of highspeed steel (HSS) cutting tools in India.
With a corporate base in Mumbai and several
manufacturing facilities in the state of Gujarat, Miranda is
one of the leading domestic brands of drills, taps, milling
cutters, tool bits and saws.
Following six months of activity to finalise the acquisition,
more than 580 employees will now become part of Dormer
Pramet, a global manufacturer of cutting tools. It enhances
the company’s existing production capabilities in Brazil,
Czech Republic and the USA.
Also, the deal strengthens Dormer Pramet’s round tools
offer for the general engineering, automotive component
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manufacturing and MRO industries in India and around the
world.
Dormer Pramet is part of Sandvik Machining Solutions’
division within the business area Sandvik Manufacturing
and Machining Solutions.
Last year was the 75th anniversary of Miranda Tools.
Joint venture in India
Local cutting tool manufacturer FEW formed a joint
venture with one of FEW’s longstanding suppliers, Miranda
Tools. The two companies formed Miranda FEW Tools
Pvt. Ltd and after sourcing equipment in Ireland and
Switzerland the company began manufacturing taps in
2005.

L

EMO Milano 2021:
The metalworking machine tool
manufacturing industry exhibition is still
scheduled to go ahead from
4 to 9 October 2021

uigi Galdabini, General Commissioner of EMO Milano
2021stated: “We are very confident of the success of the
exhibition. Availability of vaccines, forecasts of demand
growth in all the main areas of the world and important
incentive measures for investment in new production
technologies in Italy: These are all elements that make up a
really favourable context for EMO Milano 2021.”
Tax credits for Italian companies
The Italian Government has set up special fiscal
incentives, which consists on tax credit up to 50%, for
Italian companies investing, in 2021 and 2022, in new
machine tools, robots, automation systems, 4.0 and digital
technologies. This is a great business opportunity for all the
exhibitors from all over the world.
The reasonable certainty that the situation in Italy will
enable the exhibitions to take place without restrictions is also
proven by the fact that, after the events organised in spring
and summer that will be mainly addressed to a local public,
from September fieramilano will be the stage of international
events.
“EMO MILANO has always been considered an
unmissable event by the operators of the sector all over the
world and in 2021 it will play an even more remarkable role
considering the unavoidable stop to exhibitions worldwide for
over the recent past.”

Metal forming and metal cutting machine tools, production
systems, enabling technologies, solutions for interconnected
and digital factories and additive manufacturing will be among
the products and solutions spotlighted at EMO Milano 2021,
which will transform fieramilano Rho into the biggest digital
factory ever set up within an exhibition fairground. Indeed,
the halls of fieramilano Rho will present the best international
products of the sector, which are more and more closely
linked to the issue of interconnection, capable of enabling
all those high added-value functions that the manufacturing
industry cannot longer do without. Therefore, once again,
EMO MILANO 2021 will be a meeting point for the most
qualified operators of the industry, interested in planning new
investments in production technology.
The international origin of exhibitors is the hallmark of
EMO Milano, (in 2015 foreign exhibitors were 68% of the
total). This international presence will appeal to visitors from
any part of the world, who have always considered EMO as an
unmissable opportunity for technical-professional updating
and for observing the technological trends characterising the
production of the future.
Promoted by CECIMO, the European Association of
Machine Tool Industries, EMO MILANO 2021 will take place
at fieramilano Rho from 4 to 9 October, when the recovery of
investment should already have started.

Japan machine tool orders
up 9.7 per cent in January

M

achine tool orders received by
Japanese machine manufacturers
in January 2021 rose 9.7 per cent
from a year before to 88.6 billion yen,
industry data have shown.
The increase mainly reflected brisk
orders from China, which apparently
overcame the impacts of the coronavirus
epidemic ahead of other countries.
Orders from abroad jumped 21.6
per cent to 62.2 billion yen, thanks to
increasing demand for machine tools
for producing personal computers and
smartphones, according to preliminary
data released by the Japan Machine
Tool Builders’ Association. Demand for
use in semiconductor manufacturing
equipment was also strong amid global
chip shortages.
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Meanwhile, domestic machine tool
orders dropped 10.9 per cent to 26.3
billion yen, falling for the 26th straight
month.
An official of the association
said the ongoing state of emergency
over the epidemic declared by the
Japanese government in early January
is affecting machine tool orders to a
certain extent, although the impact is
not as serious as the one the industry
experienced at the time of the previous
emergency declaration in spring last
year.
The machine tool orders increase
year-on-year comes on the back of a 9.9
per cent rise in December 2020 and a
8.6 per cent growth in
November 2020.

Mitsubishi Electric revises
corporate philosophy system as it
celebrates 100th anniversary

M

itsubishi Electric Corporation has
announced that on the occasion of
its 100th anniversary this February
1, it has revised its corporate philosophy
system to update the Group’s reason for
existence as well as the core values and
attitude that all employees are asked to
embrace and cherish in serving customers
and society as a whole.
Mitsubishi Electric, which is profoundly
grateful to many stakeholders who have
supported the Group over the decades,
including employees as well customers and business partners,
is resolved to become a group company that responds
to the demands of the new era and earns the trust of
stakeholders. Based on the new corporate philosophy system,
the Group aims to contribute to the realization of a vibrant
and sustainable society by addressing diversifying social
challenges through continuous innovation over the next 100
years.
A century of Mitsubishi Electric
Mitsubishi Electric was established in 1921 as a spinoff

of the Mitsubishi Shipbuilding Company’s
electric factory. For the past 100 years, the
Mitsubishi Electric Group has contributed
to a vibrant and sustainable society by
providing a wide range of products and
services infused with high technology and
creativity in fields ranging from homes to
outer space.
The company has many divisions
offering products and solutions. The
divisions include Air conditioning systems,
Home products, Factory automation
systems, Automotive equipment, Building systems, Energy
systems, Semiconductors and devices, Visual information
systems, Transportation systems, Information and
communication systems, Space systems and Public systems.
Factory automation
Within the Factory automation systems division there are
the various products covering CNC controls, motion controls,
sensors, drive products such as AC servos and geared motors,
robots and processing equipment such as laser machines,
EDM Machines and electron beam machines.
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Guhring introduces new
micro diver end mills

T

he Guhring Diver Series of end mills has been an
unparalleled success since its market introduction and
now Guhring is extending the multitude of benefits of this
industry-leading series to the micromachining sector.
Recognised as the ‘smallest diver in the world’, the new
RF100 Micro Diver end mills have been introduced for highperformance machining of small components.
The new micro-precision milling range is a universal
tool that is perfect for every material and every application.
Providing plunging and milling in a single tool, the new RF100
Micro Diver permits extreme cutting values with very highly
cutting depths that until
now, were beyond the
realms of micro-precision
cutting tools.
Available in two
variants, the 6808
and 6809, the RF100
Micro Diver features a
symmetrical drilling face for
stability when ramping and
drilling, a new transition
geometry to improve rigidity
and an innovative flute
form that further enhances
rigidity and eliminates
vibration.
The RF100 Micro
Diver 6808 Series is a
three flute solid carbide
end mill suitable for
cutting materials up to 48HRC at depths up to 2.5XD. With a
40degree helix angle to evacuate chips from the work area
when conducting high-speed machining, the 6808 Series is
available with a H5 4mm or 6mm shank diameter and a H8
cutting diameter from 0.79mm to 3.175mm with a multitude
of dimensional increments available.
This range has an overall length from 38.1mm to
50.8mm with a cutting length from 1.97mm to 7.93mm with
the choice of 4 or 6 Guhrojet peripheral through coolant
channels available. To enhance tool life further, the end
mills incorporate a 45-degree corner chamfer to prevent
edge chipping when machining challenging materials. This
micro-fine corner chamfer ranges from 0.016mm to 0.64mm
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depending upon the tool diameter selected.
For the machining of pockets and slots up to 5XD,
manufacturers can be selected in exciting new RF100 Micro
Diver 6809 Series. Like the shorter length variant, the 6809
Series offers the choice of 4 or 6 Guhrojet peripheral through
coolant channels, a H5 4mm or 6mm shank diameter and
a 45-degree corner chamfer to prevent edge chipping. In
comparison to the shorter 6808 variant, the 6809 offers an
overall tool length from 45mm to 57.15mm with a 5mm to
15.87mm cutting length.
Despite the impressive length to diameter ratio, the 6809
retains an unprecedented
level of rigidity and stability
for high-speed slotting,
ramping, drilling and
plunging, which is credit to
the high-strength design
that is presented through
the transition geometry
and ultra-fine carbide
composition.
From a tool life
perspective, both new end
mills have an optimised
geometry that adds
strength and rigidity whilst
the new HIPIMS Durox
coating from Guhring
enables the end-user to
achieve a very high surface
finish with optimal chip
removal rates.
Furthermore, this innovative coating technology
demonstrates outstanding resilience against wear and
oxidation when wet or dry machining on a diverse material
selection that includes everything from low and high alloyed
steel, stainless, cast iron, aluminium and copper alloys as well
as heat resistant alloys and hardened steels. If you want to
dive into micro-machining with productivity and performance
that exceeds all expectations, the multi-purpose RF100 Micro
Diver is the tool for your business.
For further details contact Guhring Cutting Tools South
Africa on TEL: 087 015 0200 or 041 372 2047 or visit
www.guhring.com

Kennametal makes flat-bottom
hole production easy with new
FEG insert for KENTIP FS

K

ennametal has expanded its replaceable
drill offering for KenTIP FS modular
drill series with the new FEG insert for
flat-bottom hole applications. Applicable in
steel, cast iron and stainless steels, the FEG
insert eliminates end milling operations and
completes a task in a single operation, saving
time and tooling costs.
Drilling flat-bottom holes is a challenge.
So is drilling on inclined or curved surfaces,
drilling into cross holes, drilling stacked
plates and drilling into cross holes, stacked
plates and castings, and other rough surfaces. Not now, says
Kennametal.
Leveraging the success of its KenTIP FS modular drill,
Kennametal has developed a unique insert geometry (FEG)
that streamlines many of these types of applications and
simplifies the drilling of counterbores and pilot holes as well.
“The FEG insert is so versatile, you can use it for nearly
all your drilling applications”, says Georg Roth, Kennametal’s

global product manager of holemaking for
modular drilling tools.
Conceptually, the FEG geometry design
is simple. It features a 180° cutting edge
and a conical centre point that acts as a
pilot to provide exceptional hole position
and straightness. Corner chamfers serve to
protect the cutting edges and reduce exits
burrs. Four margin lands provide stability
when breaking into interrupted cuts and
cross-holes. And Kennametal's KCP15A
grade uses a nano-structured AlTiN coating
and fine grain carbide substrate, providing both toughness
and wear resistance when drilling steel, stainless steel, and
cast iron.
The diameter range covers 6mm to 26mm and drilling
depth of up to 12xD is possible, depending on the KenTIP FS
modular drill body.
For more information contact Kennametal South Africa on
TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com
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Grinding Techniques:
A preferred partner to the
essential pipeline industry

W

ith an estimated 3 800 kilometres of petroleum
pipeline in South Africa it is safe to say that that the
Pipeline Industry is an essential part of the country’s
economy. Numerous manufacturing concerns are involved in
this industry, supplying both up and down stream products
and services to government and private entities in the
petrochemical and power generation markets.
Maintenance of all pipelines are of utmost importance
as any breakdown may cause massive disruptions to various
sectors including but not limited to aviation, industrial,
hospitality and medical sectors, not to mention the massive
impact that it will have on the already fragile business
environment.
Repairs and refurbishing of these pipelines and
components are an ongoing process and require specialist
products to ensure the job is done correctly, thereby
shortening the repair time and ensuring better longevity of
the pipelines.
A critical area on
a pipeline is the joint.
When two parts are
joined together, it is
essential to create
a solid joint. In most
cases joints are welded
together and it is
essential that the weld
area is without flaws,
cracks or defects. In
preparation for the
welding process a piece
of material is bevelled
in order to provide
better access to the root
or inside edge of the
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material, this bevel area should be finished off with a product
that will effectively prepare the surface for welding, while not
contaminating it.
Some welding procedures will require finishing the bevel
with a 120-grit flap disc to best prepare the surface. Grinding
Techniques Superflex Flap Discs are suited to this application
and is available in both a flat type 27 and angled type 29
configuration. Once this is done, the welding procedure can
commence.
A root run is laid down in the root channel, which will
need to be back ground to remove any potential defects like
porosity and or poor fusion of the materials. Back grinding is
therefore the process of removing the outer part of the weld
to ensure that any impurities that floats to the top of the weld
is removed before a final weld or cap is added on to “seal”
the weld-joint.
Grinding Techniques manufactures various products
specifically for this
purpose. Depending
on the thickness of the
material and size of the
root channel a Superflex
230x4.1x22.23mm AS30T
disc is ideal for root
channels of approximately
3mm and a Superflex
230x5.2x22.23mm
AS30T disc will suit the
requirement for channels
wider than 3mm.
In the past most
operators would use a
230mm cutting disc for
this purpose. The disc
would be placed in the 

section and then twisted
to clean and grind the
weld out. This is a very
dangerous practice and this
should be avoided at all
cost as cutting discs are not
designed to handle this type
of side load pressures that
they will be placed under.
The Superflex back grinding
products’ construction
allows for much safer work
to be carried out.
After completing the
welds, the pipe or section
will be x-ray inspected
for flaws or defects. If
the above process is followed correctly, the weld can be
passed. If a defect is identified on x-ray, a thinner disc may
be required to cut or grind out the material in order to lay
down another weld. One such disc is the range of dual
purpose cutting and grinding discs from Grinding Techniques
available in 115x2.2x22.23mm, 125x2.2x22.23mm and
150x3.0x22.23mm.
These discs are ideally suited to both cutting and grinding
applications. The emphasis here being on the fact that these
discs are constructed to be safe when cutting and grinding
with the same product. Conventional cutting discs can and
probably will break if used in this manner.
The final area that needs to be checked on the joint will
be the area between the top of the bevel and the filler cap
of the weld. If the weld forms a sharp corner, this may be

rejected as it might cause
a failure in the weld. The
Superflex 115x2.2x22.23
A36S CG (cut and grind) is
ideal for blending of these
areas to ensure a smoother
finish and a pass on the
inspection.
Conventional thickness
grinding discs tend to
remove too much material,
making the thinner disc
ideal for the finer work
required. The thinner disc
also produces less heat,
which is essential for heat
sensitive materials that may

crack.
One often over looked area of any abrasives is the
safety factor. When the incorrect product is used for any
application, the potential for disaster is enormous. Grinding
Techniques designs, manufactures and tests all products to
international standards to ensure that the operator is kept
safe, when products are utilised for their intended purpose.
The capability also exists for products to be designed for a
specific application where no such product currently exists.
The products mentioned above all have that focus in mind –
create a product that will get the job done quickly, effectively
and with the maximum amount of safety possible.
For more info contact Grinding Techniques on
TEL: 011 271 6400, email info@grindtech.com or
visit www.grindtech.com
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Mazak’s Integrex i-200H ST
multitasking machine

M

azak continued the rollout
of its i-H series of machines
with the Integrex i-200H ST
multitasking machine, which features
a new design that increases flexibility
and enhances machine performance
for significantly easier automation
integration, allowing shops to boost
the output of their existing workforces
with the utmost in cost efficiency.
Mazak designed its Integrex i-H
series machines with the flexibility
necessary to process a practically endless variety of part
types without additional capital expenses. The new machines
allow shops to add a multitude of automation options – some
of which are retrofittable in the field – as production levels
dictate long after the initial purchase of the machine, ensuring
easy access to continuous improvement.
The machines within the i-H Series sport new, ergonomic
enclosures with compact footprints that require less floor
space. In addition, Mazak equipped the machines with faster
and more powerful turning spindles, space-saving milling
spindles and a new parallel-type lower turret with optional
live tooling capabilities. The company also expanded tool
capacities for lower turrets and for tool storage magazines
along with offering a wider range of chuck size options.
Specific Integrex i-200H ST machine changes that ease
the integration of automation are the inclusion of front and
rear tool setup, a flat-front design to accommodate robots,
tool magazine placement at the machine’s rear side and
an easily retrofittable automatic machine door. Other new
additions that make for easy machine automation are an
integrated automatic jaw changer (AJC) and the parallel-type
lower turrets.
Requiring no additional robot system and without
interrupting machine operation, the AJC quickly exchanges
jaws from turning spindle chucks with others in jaw stocker
systems located above both of the machine’s turning spindles.
These stocker systems have room for up to 10 jaw sets that
can be loaded/unloaded while the machine continues to work
uninterrupted.
Along with a parallel-type turret (T), the Integrex i-200H

ST sports both a main and second
turning spindle (S) and a milling
spindle headstock for DONE IN
ONE part production. The new
turret design not only works with a
greater range of tool lengths, but
also eliminates interference when
workpieces are held between the
machine’s two turning spindles and
reduces chip accumulation on the
machine’s X-axis covers.
The Integrex i-200H ST
accommodates a chuck size of 8” and boasts a new extended
Y-axis stroke of 210mm and X-axis stroke of 535mm for
maximum part diameters of 600mm. The main and second
turning spindles operate at 5 000rpm, while the milling
spindle comes standard as 12 000rpm (24/22kW), with a 20
000rpm (24/22kW) version offered as an option.
The Integrex i-200H ST also uses the latest Mazak control
technology, the Mazatrol SmoothAi CNC. For fully optimised
machining operations, the AI-powered technologies within
the new Mazatrol SmoothAi control make for fast and
easy programming, controlled spindle speed for reduced
vibration and greater machine thermal stability. These Mazak
technologies include Solid Mazatrol, which allows users to
automatically generate programmes from 3D part models;
Smooth Ai Spindle, which automatically optimises spindle
speed based on sensor feedback to minimise machining
vibration for superior part surface finishes and Ai Thermal
Shield, which adapts to and learns from environmental
changes to control the effects of heat on machining accuracy.
In addition to new Smooth Technology solutions and
control functions, the new control also provides access to
Mazak’s Mazatrol Twins software, which allows shops to
create, on a PC, synchronized digital twins of real machines
on their shop floors. The digital twins software solutions
provide highly efficient machine operation through Smooth
Project Manager that ensures efficient job setups and Smooth
CAM Ai for an open and interactive interface for CAD/CAM
software packages.
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Fanuc introduces the new a-CiC, the latest
model of the Fanuc Robocut Series
Highly reliable and high-performance wire-cut EDM.

F

anuc has introduced the latest model of the widely
popular Fanuc Robocut, the new α-CiC Series. This new
model features the biggest changes to the machine
in many years, including a new mechanical structure, new
discharge device and new discharge control technologies.
Stable cutting is improved further through the
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introduction of AI Thermal Compensation Function utilising
machine learning technology.
New mechanical structure
The Robocut α-CiC features a new mechanical structure
where the structure of the X and Y axes have been changed



significantly to improve machine stability. The machine casting
is also much heavier than the previous model making it more
stable to changes in environmental temperatures.
New discharge control technology
The new Robocut features a new discharge generator
called SF3. This improves surface roughness while
maintaining the current cutting speeds. For even smoother
surface finish, the machine can be ordered with the optional
Micro Finish 2 Power Generator which achieves best surface
roughness. The new Robocut introduces a new discharge
control technology called iPulse 3. This improves performance
of corner control and step shape cutting
Ease of use
The Robocut α-CiC Series utilises the latest generation
CNC Control, the FANUC Panel iH Pro. This control uses
Fanuc’s iHMI Interface and new style dark theme screens.
This control improves the drawing speeds by 75% compared
to the previous model. It also supports multi touch gestures,
Undo and Redo operations, and simple adjustment functions,
making the Robocut even easier to use.
Minimising downtime
Fanuc Robocut has always been designed with
maintenance in mind. The new Robocut further simplifies the
Automatic Wire Feed (AWF) section of the machine providing
easy maintainability with FANUCs renowned reliability.
Optional features
The New Robocut can be ordered with a wide variety of

optional features, including:
Fanuc CCR: This fully submersible rotary axis allows
simultaneous cutting or indexing, allowing complex parts to be
wire cut easily;
PSD Generator: This Power generator enables high quality,
high precision cutting of PCD materials.
The first of these new machines will arrive in South
Africa in March 2021. To view the machine and arrange a
demonstration, please contact Fanuc South Africa on
011 392 3610 or sales@fanuc.co.za or visit www.fanuc.co.za
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GasiQ Optimator introduced
at Bell Equipment

M

ost companies working with MIG/MAG and TIG welding
know very well the price of welding wire
per kilogramme. But, relatively few are
aware that the cost of the shielding gas is at least
as high, per metre of weld. GasIQ Optimator is
designed for one sole purpose, to reduce your
consumption of expensive gas, generally by
30%. In just a few months of using your GasIQ
Optimator you will get your money back - the
rest is pure profit – according to the Swedish
manufacturers.
In December last year 300 of the GasiQ
Optimators were introduced into Bell Equipment,
the proudly South African manufacturer
of material handling equipment such as
construction equipment from tractor loader
backhoes and wheel loaders through to dozers,
graders and forklifts for a broad spectrum of
industries.
According to the South African suppliers Bell
is already realising huge savings in gas costs – in
the hundreds of thousands of rands.
Ordinary regulators are too slow
The Optimator produces an optimised shielding gas flow
from the very first second. Any traditional regulator will not

control the initial flow surge, which is unnecessarily high,
and a very expensive waste. In worst cases
this excessive surge represents up to 50%
of your total shielding gas consumption! The
higher the frequency of starts, the more gas
is wasted and more money could be earned
when you change to the GasiQ Optimator.
Quality without cost
The Optimator® provides optimal start
flow that is approxiamately 25% of the initial
flow of a conventional regulator. This saves
you shielding gas. The smooth initial flow,
in addition, enables higher quality of welds
since you minimise the turbulence that often
influences your welding process.
Optimator® in many shapes and variants
The Optimator® can be equipped with
a lockable gas flow control. This is an
advantage when you need to meet the highest
welding quality demands, for instance ISO
9000 certification.
For further details contact Coalition
Engineering Supplies on TEL: 021 552 0256 or visit
www.coalitioncape.co.za

OSG’s Ado-Micro small diameter
coolant-through carbide drill
Stable and high-efficiency in small diameter deep-hole applications.

O

SG Corporation’s Ado-Micro
is the company’s first small
diameter carbide drill with
oil holes designed for stable and
high-efficincy drilling in deep-hole
applications. The sense of size upon
hearing the phrase small diameter”
will be understood differently among
users in the manufacturing industry.
The Ado-Micro has a line-up of
drill diameters from 0.7mm up to
2mm for drill lengths of 2xD and 5xD,
and diameter 1mm to 2mm for drill
lengths of 12xD, 20xD and 30xD. The
product name Ado-Micro may seem
to be associated with the unit prefix
micro (µ), but it was named to simply
imply smallness in size regardless of
the unit.
For small diameter drilling, options such as carbide
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drills and HSS drills using external
coolant are available. However, today’s
machining needs require greater
stability, higher efficiency and longer
life than ever before. There is no
exception in small diameter deep-hole
applications, with growing needs for
coolant-through small diameter drills.
Tool geometry
One of the keys for successful small
diameter drilling is trouble-free chip
evacuation. Poor chip evacuation is a
common complication in small diameter
deep-hole drilling. Micro sludges can be
easily accumulated around the outer
periphery of the cutting tool, which is a
key cause of abrupt tool breakage.
The Ado-Micro features a unique

double margin geometry with an extended flute and

As illustrated in figure 1, chips generated at the tip of the tool
flow in the direction of the blue arrow. However, if there is
insufficient space in the flute, cutting chips cannot evacuate
smoothly, which causes the drilling accuracy to deteriorate and
increases the probability of tool breakage. Therefore, by
providing a wider flute specification at the area where the tip of
the blue arrow locates, as depicted in figure 1, cutting chips are
able to be discharged without difficulty, leading to stable
machining

shortened end margin to enhance chip evacuation capability.
In addition to the outstanding chip ejection performance, the
double margin
configuration
supports the
straightness
stability of the
tool and reduces
rifle marks on the
inner surface of
holes.
Furthermore,
the Ado-Micro
features a pair of
large oil holes and
employs a hollow
shank design to
allow large coolant
flow volume
for trouble-free
chip evacuation.
The Ado-Micro
is coated with
OSG’s original
IchAda coating
that provides
excellent surface
smoothness in
conjunction with
high abrasion
resistance and
heat resistance
to enable small
diameter tools to
achieve long tool
life. With the AdoMicro’s unique
tool geometry and
IchAda coating,
non-step drilling
is made possible
even for deephole applications,
enabling high
processing
efficiency.
The Ado-Micro
is suitable for
carbon steel, alloy
steel, stainless
steel, cast iron,
ductile cast iron,
aluminium alloy,
titanium alloy and
heat resistant
alloy.
For further
details contact

Somta Tools on TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit
www.somta.co.za
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Thermacut’s Ex-Trafire
plasma cutting system

T

he Ex‑Trafire portfolio of single-phase plasma cutting
power supplies from Thermacut includes the Ex-Trafire
30H and the Ex-Trafire 40SD. The 30H system is for
handheld applications, while the 40SD system is designed for
use with manual or machine torches in lengths of 4, 5, 7.5 and
15 metres. The power supplies range from 30amp to 100amp.
Thermacut are constantly looking to bring fresh ideas
into plasma cutting technology and has stood for high-quality
wear parts for many years. With the new Ex-Trafire 45SD,
Thermacut presents a powerful plasma cutting system for
manual use and mechanised applications. This is ideal for
professionals and demanding beginners. With a maximum
cutting current of 45A and a cutting power of 6.5kW, it cuts
sheet metal up to 25mm.
There are 11 different models in the Ex-Trafire range handheld and mechanised – all ideal for plasma cutting,
gouging and marking. Maximum cutting range is up to 50mm
for low alloy steel and piercing up to 20mm.
In 2018 Thermacut released three new three-phase
machine plasma cutting systems. These systems are
equipped with electronics and a standardised connector for
communication with numerically controlled (CNC) cutting
machines. Managing these assemblies is simple and intuitive.

The systems are equipped with Thermacut’s FHT-EX105H
handheld torch, which is available in lengths of 5, 8, 15, and
23 metres (for non-standard cutting applications). The FHTEX105H torch features contact ignition of the plasma pilot
arc and offers long service life while preserving cut quality.
The torch is available with consumables for both standard
cutting and gouging. Gouging is a method of removing
material by melting. For example, it can be used in
applications where it necessary to repair or remove a weld, or
where it is necessary to take apart the welded parts without
damaging them.
Applications
Applications include farming and agriculture, property/
plant maintenance, general manufacturing, training schools,
metal artworks, car repair, HVAC, home hobby and general
engineering
Torch Tech have been associated with Thermacut for 15
years and have supplied many consumables for all brands
of OEMs that are being used in South Africa, as well as the
plasma cutting systems.
For further details contact Torch Tech on
TEL: 010 007 0476 or visit www.torchtech.co.za

Hexagon streamlines reverse engineering
from metrology to manufacturable parts
with new REcreate software

H

exagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division has
unveiled REcreate, a powerful and flexible new software
solution designed ‘from the ground up’ to make it easier
and faster to reverse engineer parts from metrology scan to
manufacturable model.
Reverse engineering processes are routinely employed
throughout manufacturing and maintenance processes.
However, despite the availability of highly capable metrology
systems, these processes can require complex digital
workflows to account for incompatible data types and
technologies, which impedes productivity and can introduce
errors.
Furthermore, those workflows require significant
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experience and access to multiple tools that can create
bottlenecks in many organisations. Hexagon has brought its
metrology and production experts together to build REcreate
‘from the bottom up’ to streamline these workflows so that
engineers and operators can routinely achieve a high quality,
manufacturing-ready result.
Designed to remove complexity, REcreate provides a
single working environment from scan to manufacturable CAD
model. The user can prepare CAD models and drawings from
any point cloud data. Its fully featured CAD tool suite enables
users to create complete and manufacturable CAD models as
well as 2D engineering drawings.
REcreate’s analysis tools also enable manufacturing


professionals to interrogate those 3D models and validate
whether they are manufacturable before exporting as CAD
or STL for computer aided manufacturing (CAM) or additive
manufacturing processes.
While designed to be interoperable and slot into a
customer’s existing processes, the solution offers additional
benefits to customers that use other Hexagon technologies in
their workflow.
Sites that use Hexagon’s portable arms for inspection
can reduce training needs by allowing any operator to
read inspection data directly from the device to reverse
engineer using a
single solution.
REcreate is also
rigorously tested
with Hexagon’s
production software
tools that are used
to plan, optimise,
and programme
machining
processes.
Ken Woodbine,
REcreate product
manager, said:
“We believe that
by making reverse
engineering
software versatile
and easy-to-use,
REcreate gives
design, production
and inspection
teams greater
confidence in their
reverse engineering
processes. With
the laser scanning
technologies
available today,
there’s no reason
why most use
cases can’t be
addressed by
anyone who needs
them provided they
have access to
the data and tools
required – be that
ensuring a precise
fit for replacement
components,
repairing legacy
parts or updating
design files
with adjusted
geometries
following prototype
creation or
production
optimisations.”
For further
details contact
Retecon on
TEL: 011
976 8600 or visit
www.retecon.co.za

Entry-level machining center
launched by DMG MORI

G

lobal machine tool manufacturer DMG MORI has
entered the vertical machining centre (VMC) market
at the lower end of the price range with a new,
nominally half-metre-cube model, the M1.
This is the least expensive machine in the company's
portfolio and offers small job shops and subcontractors the
opportunity to access equipment from DMG MORI. Built at
the group's factory in Poland the machine occupies only
six square metres on a shop floor, it is constructed on a 2
400 kg, monolithic, thermally stable bed casting that allows
high metal removal rates combined with high-accuracy and
surface quality of machined components.
Axis travels are 550mm by 550mm by 510mm and at
850mm, the length of the fixed table is much longer than
the X-axis stroke to allow for considerable component
overhang. Table width is also generous at 650mm and

maximum load is 600kg.
BT40 (or SK40) tools are exchanged from a 24-station
magazine by a twin-arm ATC into the direct-drive, 9kW /
43Nm spindle, which can have a maximum rotational speed
of either 10 000rpm or 12 000rpm. 20-bar through-spindle
coolant is optional.
Control is by a Siemens 828D and programmes are
fully compatible with the 840D CNC system. NC cycles
generated by a CAM system can be easily imported and a
DXF reader is available, as is the Siemens ShopMill user
interface. Cycle simulation, Advanced Surface and DMG
MORI's proprietary NETservice 4.0 (https://uk.dmgmori.
com/service-and-training/customer-service/netservice) are
all included.
For further details contact Retecon on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Iscar’s upgraded Groove Turn JHP tools
and new JetCut double coolant ModularGrip with coolant channels

I

scar has upgraded the GHDR/L-JHP,
CGPAD-JHP and HGPAD-JHP Groove-Turn
tools and adapters by adding a bottom
cooling channel to the existing upper channel
design. The bottom channel effectively cools
the frontal flank of the insert.
In most cases, the upgraded twodirectional coolant tools and adapters
provide improved tool life when compared
to the tools and adapters with a singletop coolant channel, at both low and high
pressure.
The modified adapters enable significant
tool life improvement and represent a winning solution
for grooving, parting and turning on most material types,
especially on high temperature alloys and stainless steel.
The upgraded adapters should be preferably used on the
upgraded adapter holders, otherwise only the upper cooling
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channel will be active.
In addition, Iscar has introduced the new
JetCut double coolant Modular-Grip adapters
carrying TGMF/TGMP/TGMA grooving and
turning inserts. Iscar is expanding the
Modular-Grip adapter options by adding an
upgraded version of the Top-Grip TGPAD
adapters with JetCut top and bottom cooling
channels.
The new TGPAD-JHP adapters family
comprises the same variety and the same
physical dimensions as the current TGPAD
adapters.
The new adapters provide an advantageous performance
on all workpiece materials, especially on stainless steel and
on high temperature alloys.
For further details contact Iscar South Africa on
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com

Amada HRB 1003 hybrid drive press
brake includes double-clamp backgauge

A

mada has introduced the HRB series of press brakes
with automatic tool changer. New features include
a double-clamp backgauge for stable processing of
complex material
shapes, as well
as a natural
crowning design
to help ensure a
consistent angle
across the entire
bend length.
A bend
indicator sensor
helps ensure
accuracy for stable
processing without
a trial bend.
AGRIP-A punch
holders lock via
AMNC3i control to
reduce setup time
by 60%, says the
company.
In addition,
custom sheet
followers
(SF1224TL)
help prevent
distortion on
heavy workloads
and support
the material
throughout the
bending process.
The automatic foot
pedal slides to
the next bending
position to help
improve efficiency.
The Hybrid
Retrofittable
Bending (HRB)
series of press
brakes feature
automated tool
change (ATC)
capabilities and
integrated bend
sensors. They
are designed for
variable lot sizes
and complex tool
layouts. Quick tool
setups achieved
by ATC can triple
or quadruple the
number of setups
performed each
day and allow
an operator to

seamlessly introduce rush jobs when required.
For further details contact Amada JHB South Africa on
TEL: 011 453 5459 or www.amada.com
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Kitamura’s Mytrunnion-5G: Solution
for complex machining applications

K

itamura Machinery has introduced the Mytrunnion-5G
5-axis vertical machining center (VMC), further expanding
its Mytrunnion 5-axis line-up. The Mytrunnion-5G has
been mechanically and electronically designed specifically for
speed, rigidity and flexibility in complex 5-axis machining.
Features include an induction hardened solid box
way construction offers the vibration damping properties
necessary for fine surface finishes.
The A-axis fully integrated trunnion table (-120 to +30°) is
driven by a high-precision worm wheel and shaft for enhanced
stiffness and stability. A standard 20~20 000rpm #40,
4-step gear-driven dual-contact spindle delivers strong lowend torque and high-end fine finish capability for enhanced
machining flexibility. The 20 HP/AC spindle motor offers
maximum cutting torque. An efficient oil chiller system
minimises thermal displacement and maximises spindle life to
achieve high-speed, high-accuracy 5-axis machining.
The dynamic double column construction allows the Y-axis
to be fully supported throughout its entire movement, full
stroke and the rigidity of Kitamura’s patented triangular cross
rail driven by twin fine pitch ballscrews is engineered to evenly
distribute headstock weight and cutting forces for chatter-free
machining and enhanced accuracy and surface finish.
The Mytrunnion-5G offers an extra-large work envelope of
630mm by 500mm high and a table load capacity of 400kg
with a sliding ceiling cover for easier load and unload of
medium to larger size parts.
A standard, feature-rich high precision package includes
positioning accuracies of ±0.001mm/full stroke and

repeatability of ±0.0005mm,
a built-in, rigid trunnion-style
tilting table, ballscrew cooling,
Heidenhein linear and rotary scale
feedback in X, Y, Z, 4th and 5th axes and Kitamura’s IAC
System 1 thermal compensation system to control the effects
of heat displacement to help ensure continuous accuracy in
machining.
The Mytrunnion-5G has a standard 50-tool high speed ATC
with an optional 100T upgrade available as a field installed
option.
“A standard double decker style chip conveyor and
filtration system, 220 PSI coolant through the spindle and
base wash and overhead wash shower coolant offer high-end
excellence in chip evacuation filtration to 100 microns,” said a
company spokesperson.
Ideal for 5-axis machining, Kitamura's Arumatik-Mi Control
offers 1 680 block look-ahead and fast, smooth processing
speeds of 2 800 blocks/sec. for faster machining of more
complex workpieces. A completely customisable icon-driven
touchscreen offers a user-friendly expandable control
environment for the operator. Standard features such as
remote monitoring screens, on-demand "HELP" guidance,
visual work setting, tool breakage detection, free software
upgrades throughout the life of the control, and collision
safety functions all work in tandem to monitor machine
performance and help ensure uptime.
For further details contact WD Hearn Machine Tools on
TEL: 021 5345351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Hurco HM1700Ri horizontal machining
center for maximum efficiency

T

he Hurco HM1700Ri (XYZ travels of 1
700mm by 1 000mm by 900mm) CNC
horizontal milling machine is designed
for maximum efficiency and is equipped with
pre-tensioned, dual ballscrews for increased
rigidity. The large, front and side access
doors allow for easy operator use. It is fully
equipped with an 8 000rpm motorised
spindle and suitable for a wide range of
applications. The HM1700Ri is also equipped
with a direct drive B-axis torque table.
“With fast rapids, large work cube and unique
frame design, the HM1700Ri allows complex
production parts to be machined efficiently and
accurately,” said a company spokesperson.
The Hurco HM1700Ri is equipped with the
Hurco control powered by WinMax software and
the patented motion system called UltiMotion.
“The control helps machinists and job shops
be more productive and profitable by supporting
many programming methods: conversational
programming; NC programming; and a Hurco-specific feature
called NC/Conversational Merge that optimises efficiency
even further. The Hurco control's technical specifications
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include 4 GB RAM, 128 GB solid state drive
and 10 000 block look-ahead.”
“UltiMotion reduces cycle time and
improves surface finish quality by determining
the optimal trajectory to run the tool and
providing consistent programmed feedrates.
With up to 10 000 blocks of dynamic variable
look-ahead, UltiMotion is smart enough
to adapt as required by the tool path and
achieves cornering velocity that is 2.5x faster
than conventional motion. UltiMotion is different
than the smoothing features offered by CAD/
CAM software and improves upon CAM output
by providing better handling of the machine
mechanics and dynamics. Hurco equips
UltiMotion on all Hurco CNC machining centers
and it works automatically without any set-up
required.”
The Hurco HM1700Ri has a table size of
1 700mm by 914mm, can work a load of up to
3 000kgs and has a spindle speed of 26.4kW.
For further details contact TH Machine Tools on
TEL: 012 259 1375/0122 or visit www.thmachinetools.co.za
or www.hurco.com

